
Community Concerns 10/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM WIFE ALLEGEDLY KILLS HUSBAND It's still Halloween and Thanksgiving is still a few weeks away... but it's 

time to start thinking about Christmas!It's a time of joy and giving.. but 

for many in our area, it's can also be a struggle!That's where you can 

help!Once again we're teaming with Virginia Family Dentistry and the 

Salvation Army for the Fox Holiday Socks program..By fillin...

0:29

Community Concerns 10/31/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM VA BEACH CAR VANDALS No trouble at Armstrong high school for tonight's homecoming football 

game...But a string of recent violence in the surrounding communities 

had a lot of people worried... and led school leaders to move the game 

up a half an hour,  in hopes of ensuring safety...A recent triple shooting 

nearby and a fight at the school last week prompting this latest...

1:01

Community Concerns 11/2/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM VA BEACH CAR VANDALS The music is uplifting...     Jimmy Wooten says his family also prays to 

be uplifted from tragedy..."They've been traumatized..."     Fire 

destroying his son's home... and taking the life of four-year-old Trey-- 

from his mother, father and eight brothers and sisters. "Playful... just a 

sweet little child. We miss him so much."     Jimmy says his so...

1:15

Community Concerns 11/2/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM UVA SUPPORT LETTER Right now we are tracking a developing story --    Hanover authorities 

confirmed two horses were killed earlier this evening    this all unfolded 

on route 1 close to the Caroline County line   when the trailer 

transporting the animals was involved in a single-vehicle crash   Police 

say no other injuries were reported....

0:18

Community Concerns 11/3/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM SUFFOLK OFFICER HIT BY CAR A Petersburg woman is on a crusade after she says a speeding car 

mowed down her dog and then took off."Kenzie" died almost 

instantly.The dog's owner is calling us, because she says, the problem 

is speeders, in her neighborhood.Susan Bahorich has her story....

0:17

Community Concerns 11/4/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM STATE POLICE CAR STRUCK the family tells me this tracking device is a piece of new technology 

that gives them peace of mind.  But they say they don't know when 

their son will be back in class."A, B, C, D"5 year old Maverick Kirkland 

has autism. He wears this GPS tracker because it's a daily risk that he 

will leave --putting himself in danger.And it does so much more than...

1:36

Community Concerns 11/4/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM RVA HOME INVASION Parents of a kindergarten student with autisim say, the school told their 

son -- don't come back!  They tells us the reason -- is their son's 

medically, prescribed, GPS, tracking device.It has listening capabilities 

and Prince Edward County schools says is not allowed.Ashley Monfort is 

investigating why the school system is standing by its decision...

0:23

Community Concerns 11/5/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM RICHMOND FIREFIGHTER HURT It was August 16th - a hot summer day. Tiara Butler had just returned 

to her Church Hill home from the pool with her children, boyfriend and 

a friend when the doorbell rang.After Butler opened the door, she says 

she found a male uniformed officer and a female detective in street 

clothes.Then her four young kids came out.Her whole family was 

standin...

3:18

Community Concerns 11/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM RICHMOND DOUBLE HOMICIDE It was August 16th - a hot summer day. Tiara Butler had just returned 

to her Church Hill home from the pool with her children, boyfriend and 

a friend when the doorbell rang.After Butler opened the door, she says 

she found a male uniformed officer and a female detective in street 

clothes.Then her four young kids came out.Her whole family was 

standin...

3:18

Community Concerns 11/6/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM RANDY SMITH VIGIL After years of planning and even a few set backs the renovation project 

moving Richmond's  black history museum into the Leigh Street Armory 

is well underway.  Curtis McCloud explains how the people behind the 

project, were able to push through challenge,s and break ground, on 

construction....

0:19



Community Concerns 11/8/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM NORFOLK TEENAGER SHOT Ok Kelly - right now a live look at a vigil happening for a 28 year old 

who vanished more than 5 months ago.    We're talking about Oh-gee-

she Sarah Oo-wa-somba of Chesterfield, who disappeared with a man 

she met online.    Family and friends are praying for her safe return...    

And another reason why she's in danger, she's without the medicine 

sh...

0:28

Community Concerns 11/8/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM MORRISSEY TOMORROW Right now  police are investigating the shooting of a driver in James 

City County.   Police say -- This all happened just after 8 last night at 

Ironbound Square Park and Carriage Road.    A driver is hit by gunfire 

and then he crashes into a home.   Medics rushed the driver to hospital 

where he later died.    Right now, there's no suspect informati...

0:20

Community Concerns 11/8/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM MIDDLESEX STANDOFF MURDER She is a mother in pain...    Held onto not just by friends, but by 

parents, their children and the police, all here tonight, who want to find 

Ogechi Sarah.    She is a woman of dignity, but also of deep sorrow.    

Catherine Uwasomba tells us her daughter dreamed of going to VCU...    

But vanished when she met a man online.    Friends here at the M...

1:08

Community Concerns 11/8/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM LIGHTER OWNER FOUND Now updating a story we first told you about at 6--    Authorities have 

now identified the man who was shot while driving, and then crashed 

into a James City home.    Police found 26-year-old Tyler Anthony Cole 

suffering from gunshot wounds on Carriage Road.     Medics rushed the 

driver to hospital where he later died.     we're told the homeowner...

0:28

Community Concerns 11/9/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM KING WILLIAM HUNTING ACCIDENT She is a mother in pain...    Held onto not just by friends, but by 

parents, their children and the police, all here tonight, who want to find 

Ogechi Sarah.    She is a woman of dignity, but also of deep sorrow.    

Catherine Uwasomba tells us her daughter dreamed of going to VCU...    

But vanished when she met a man online.    Friends here at the M...

1:08

Community Concerns 11/9/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM HS FOOTBALL PLAYER DEATH WE NOW KNOW THE IDENTITY OF THE MAN WHO WAS SHOT WHILE 

DRIVING IN JAMES CITY COUNTY.    26-year-old Tyler Anthony Cole 

died AFTER CRASHING A CAR INTO A HOME.    we're told the 

homeowner wasn't HURT and woke up to the sound of the car hitting 

his house.    THANKFULLY FOR HIM...HIS HOUSE IS STILL IN PRETTY 

GOOD SHAPE.    police are still investigatin...

0:21

Community Concerns 11/10/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM HS FOOTBALL PLAYER DEATH This morning we know the identity of the man who was shot while 

driving in James City County.   Police tell us 26-year-old Tyler Anthony 

Cole died AFTER CRASHING A CAR INTO A HOME.   We're told the 

homeowner woke up to the sound of the car hitting his house.  He 

wasn't hurt...and his house is still in pretty good shape.    Police are 

still investig...

0:19

Community Concerns 11/10/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM HENRICO SHOP WITH A COP I'm here on North Boulevard -- there are more than five properties 

within walking distance of where I'm standing --that are expected to be 

sold.All of them-- once under the management of River City 

Renaissance properties-- which is now bankrupt.With its location in the 

city-- many would consider the Fan and Museum districts "prime real 

estate."Take...

1:57

Community Concerns 11/10/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM HARRINGTON FAMILY REACTION (brent solomon - richmond) iN: 1702 "Ever known someone who 

cheated on their spouse or significant other? The effects can damage 

any relationship according to a non profit group that planned to hold a 

seminar about that topic right here at Virginia Union but now there's 

backlash over these flyers now being distributed all over the city."(cut 

to clo...

1:41



Community Concerns 11/10/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM HARRINGTON FAMILY REACTION A lot of controversy at Virginia Union University over a dating 

seminar.It's not the event itself - it's the name of the seminar, that's 

causing a problem.   I must warn you, the details in this story may not 

be suitable for everyone .but Brent Solomon tells us.. it sure has a lot 

of people talking!...

0:18

Community Concerns 11/10/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM HANNAH GRAHAM LATEST INFO As a Richmond developer sits in prison-- the properties he once owned 

are now going to the highest bidder.We're talking about dozens of 

apartment buildings in the Museum and Fan districts.When added up--

it's worth millions of dollars.The agency in charge says it's the largest 

sale of its kind in the history of the River City.Ashley Monfort -- tonig...

0:24

Community Concerns 11/10/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM GILES COUNTY DRUG ROUNDUP And, while the Virgina War Memorial is holding its 58th Annual 

Commonwealth’s Veteran Day Ceremony tomorrow -- you can properly 

dispose of, your old American flags.Bins are in the Lobby of the Paul 

and Phyllis Galanti Education Center on South Belvidere 

Street.Collections started over the weekend, but you have until this 

Sunday, November 16th to dr...

0:40

Community Concerns 11/10/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM GILES COUNTY DRUG ROUNDUP Floyd Avenue, between Thompson and Laurel Streets, is destined to 

become a bike boulevard...       traffic slowed by adding roundabouts to 

eleven intersections.     The project encourages more walking and 

cycling... "It's our mode of transportation. It's a lot more efficient."     

But some residents say... the parking spots directly bordering the i...

1:22

Community Concerns 11/11/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM ESTATE AUCTION this is the report about to go before the school board.  I took it to a 

lawyer who has been working with the school system on its discipline 

practices.  She says the numbers show progress but a lot of work still 

needs to be done.The number of students getting suspended is on the 

decline.From 10-thousand several years ago-- to just 65-hundred this 

p...

1:44

Community Concerns 11/11/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM DEADLY RICHMOND HIT AND RUN We begin tonight with breaking news... a deadly accident has shut 

down I-95 south, just north of Chamberlayne Avenue!State police tell 

us this was actually a *pedestrian* accident... someone was hit and 

killed near exit 83, just before eight tonight.Right now, all south bound 

lanes are shut down... the backup is at least two miles.Police are 

routin...

0:29

Community Concerns 11/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM CVILLE POLICE CAMERAS It's a story that's been blowing up, on Facebook...        VCU students 

under fire -  A campus organization's, t-shirt is causing controversy.      

Check out the front of the shirt.       It reads, "We built this city."      

The 'Students Today, Alumni Tomorrow' organization -- has been 

handing out the shirt, to its, 11-hundred members.       But,...

0:27

Community Concerns 11/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM CVILLE POLICE CAMERAS "I want things done right. If there is anything wrong. Anything 

wrong...show it to me I'll correct it." William Pauley owner of Pauley's 

Pups in Ashland slammed in a recent undercover Puppy Sales 

investigation by the Humane Society of the United States....  "We've 

been in it 20 years. Have we ever had problems? Sure you are going to 

have problems e...

1:43

Community Concerns 11/12/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM CVILLE FIRE SLAYINGS THE IMAGES ARE PAINFUL...DISTURBING... VERY DIFFICULT TO LOOK 

AT. FOR YEARS...THIS KIND OF SELF HARM...WAS VIEWED ONLY BY 

THERAPISTS...OR OTHER CUTTERS WHO WANTED TO SHARE THEIR 

MISERY. BUT TODAY...THERE'S A GENERATION OF YOUNG 

PEOPLE...TAKING THEIR IMAGES AND HOW TO VIDEOS...  STRAIGHT 

TO THE INTERNET. KATHLEEN PARRISH TREATS TEENS WITH RE-

OCCURRI...

3:22



Community Concerns 11/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM CHILD HIT BY STRAY BULLET It's not open yet--but the trucks for Lumber Liquidators have already 

started rolling in to the new distribution center at White Oak 

Technology Park.It's a 24/7 operation that neighbors worry means a lot 

of noise.and now --90 bay doors  face the homes on Elko 

Road.Neighbors say meetings with the contractor and county have been 

frustrating.it's blow...

1:38

Community Concerns 11/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM CHESTERFIELD MALL TRAINING THE IMAGES ARE PAINFUL...DISTURBING... VERY DIFFICULT TO LOOK 

AT. FOR YEARS...THIS KIND OF SELF HARM...WAS VIEWED ONLY BY 

THERAPISTS...OR OTHER CUTTERS WHO WANTED TO SHARE THEIR 

MISERY. BUT TODAY...THERE'S A GENERATION OF YOUNG 

PEOPLE...TAKING THEIR IMAGES AND HOW TO VIDEOS...  STRAIGHT 

TO THE INTERNET. KATHLEEN PARRISH TREATS TEENS WITH RE-

OCCURRI...

3:20

Community Concerns 11/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM CHESTERFIELD MALL TRAINING It's pretty dark now--but I'm standing in the front yard of a home here 

on Elko road--the back of the warehouse is right across the 

street.Neighbors say that's where they want a berm or a wall to go 

up.The trucks for Lumber Liquidators have already started rolling in.As 

crews finish up the million square foot warehouse.But the homewoners 

across the...

1:11

Community Concerns 11/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM CHEETAH CUB CHECKUP Some Henrico homeowners are not excited about their --  very big, new 

neighborThis is what they see from their front porches -- a million 

square foot warehouse, that's just about to open. While they know the 

area is zoned for industrial use, they want something to separate their 

homes from the sights and sounds.Ashley Monfort spoke to them... she 

h...

0:24

Community Concerns 11/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM CHASE SUSPECT ARREST It's not open yet--but the trucks for Lumber Liquidators have already 

started rolling in to the new distribution center at White Oak 

Technology Park.It's a 24/7 operation that neighbors worry means a lot 

of noise.and now --90 bay doors  face the homes on Elko 

Road.Neighbors say meetings with the contractor and county have been 

frustrating.it's blow...

1:38

Community Concerns 11/13/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM BUCKINGHAM DOUBLE HOMICIDE 

ARREST

“how can you be a premier school district. When you are a nightmare 

school district for so many children. It cannot continue.”Our cameras 

are rolling as citizens concerned about bullying take 136,000 signatures 

to the Henrico School Board  “Please don’t ignore it.”The petition 

demanding charges be dropped against Eric Martin... A Highland 

Springs H...

1:21

Community Concerns 11/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AM BUCKINGHAM DOUBLE HOMICIDE 

ARREST

“how can you be a premier school district. When you are a nightmare 

school district for so many children. It cannot continue.”Our cameras 

are rolling as citizens concerned about bullying take 136,000 signatures 

to the Henrico School Board  “Please don’t ignore it.”The petition 

demanding charges be dropped against Eric Martin... A Highland 

Springs H...

1:22

Community Concerns 11/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF WILLIAMSBURG FAMILY IN NEED It's not open yet--but the trucks for Lumber Liquidators have already 

started rolling in to the new distribution center at White Oak 

Technology Park.It's a 24/7 operation that neighbors worry means a lot 

of noise.and now --90 bay doors  face the homes on Elko 

Road.Neighbors say meetings with the contractor and county have been 

frustrating.it's blow...

1:40

Community Concerns 11/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF UVA ARTICLE FALLOUT LATE “how can you be a premier school district. When you are a nightmare 

school district for so many children. It cannot continue.”Our cameras 

are rolling as citizens concerned about bullying take 136,000 signatures 

to the Henrico School Board  “Please don’t ignore it.”The petition 

demanding charges be dropped against Eric Martin... A Highland 

Springs H...

1:22



Community Concerns 11/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF THANKSGIVING SHOPPING LATE And a health alert, for  anyone running tomorrow morning.    Like Jim 

and Samantha said... it's going to be cold.    Temperatures are 

expected to be around freezing, at the start of the race.    So we 

checked in with the medical director of the marathon this afternoon, 

who tells us runners should layer, their clothing to keep warm before 

the race....

0:29

Community Concerns 11/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF SHOCKOE DISABILITY LAWSUIT Despite that cold, people will be crowding Browns Island in just a few 

hours... for the Marathon.  Samantha Roberts tells us... the cold, 

they're facing could be a race record!...

0:11

Community Concerns 11/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF RICHMOND DOMESTIC CRIMES Now, if you aren't running in the marathon.. or the half marathon... or 

8-k... or whatever... you will  want to avoid the streets were people 

*are* running tomorrow.  There are too many to name -- and they will  

be closed at different times -- so we can't list them all here.  However, 

you will find everything you need to know online -- at "richmond...

0:31

Community Concerns 11/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF REVA ANTI VOLENCE MARCH There could soon be voluntary, water restrictions.      The reason:  it 

hasn't rained a lot lately, and there's not enough water flowing-- which 

may affect fish migrating to the bay.    Ashley Monfort has more now, 

on what this could mean for you:...

0:15

Community Concerns 11/14/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF OGECHI UWASOMBA VIGIL PREVIEW #VALUE! 0:00

Community Concerns 11/15/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF MORRISSEY WORK RELEASE REVOKED We're following breaking news out of Chesterfield ..    I just got off the 

phone with Chesterfield E-M-S and I confirmed seven crash victims are 

now at V-C-U Medical Center.    This is after an accident unfolded 

around 7:30 on East Hundred Road and Kingston Avenue.     Important 

to note, no fatalities here - but at this hour, we're still waiting on...

0:23

Community Concerns 11/15/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF MORRISSEY WORK RELEASE REVOKED 45:04"Then number of people who continue to be touched by Hannah 

Graham, is incredible. Today, they shared in her witty and energetic 

personality, her driven spirit and selfless heart."        A seemingly 

endless crowd isn't mourning a bright soul... but cherishing her 

legacy.29:54"She had this glow about her when everyone was around 

her. Everyone...

2:01

Community Concerns 11/16/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF LIONS LOUISA AND CHRIS OH MY 45:04"Then number of people who continue to be touched by Hannah 

Graham, is incredible. Today, they shared in her witty and energetic 

personality, her driven spirit and selfless heart."        A seemingly 

endless crowd isn't mourning a bright soul... but cherishing her 

legacy.29:54"She had this glow about her when everyone was around 

her. Everyone...

2:01

Community Concerns 11/16/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF HENRICO WATER MAIN BREAK We've have an update on a Chesterfield car crash that we broke ON 

THE NEWS AT ELEVEN.  PolicE tell us car ran a red light, then off the 

road and hit another car.Crews rushed Four children and three adults  

to VCU Medical Center.They are all expected to be okay.The crash 

happened at about 7-30 on East Hundred Road and Kingston Avenue. 

No word yet on...

0:23

Community Concerns 11/17/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF HENRICO REALTOR ASSUALT An alert for Petersburg parents: Some of your children are staying 

home from school, tomorrow.     That's because the heat is out at  St. 

Joseph School. So, St. Joseph School is closed Tuesday.  School officials 

tell us there's a problem with the boiler.     Again, only the St. Joseph 

school is closed. All other Petersburg schools are open, tomorro...

0:22

Community Concerns 11/17/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF HANNAH GRAHAM CASE Happening now -- an alert from Henrico's west end -- to help find an 

unusual pet.     This is "Phoenix" -- a "Fennec" fox that went missing 

from its Glen Allen home a few days ago.     The owner is offering a 

reward and asking anyone who may see the white fox, to not harm 

it...and call police or animal control immediately.      We've shared 

Phoenix...

0:22



Community Concerns 11/18/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF FLU HEALTH ALERT Happening now -- an alert from Henrico's west end -- to help find an 

unusual pet.     This is "Phoenix" -- a "Fennec" fox that went missing 

from its Glen Allen home a few days ago.     The owner is offering a 

reward and asking anyone who may see the white fox, to not harm 

it...and call police or animal control immediately.      We've shared 

Phoenix...

0:22

Community Concerns 11/18/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF EXEQUIEL VASQUEZ VIGIL Happening now.... an alert from Henrico's west end...to help find an 

unusual pet.     This is "Phoenix"  He's a "Fennec" fox that went missing 

from its Glen Allen home a few days ago.     The owner is offering a 

reward and is asking anyone who sees the white fox, to not harm it.  If 

you see Phoenix...call police or animal control immediately....

0:19

Community Concerns 11/18/2014 FOXWEEKEND 7AF ERIC MARTIN SHOW OF SUPPORT Outside the Health Diagnostic Laboratory in Jackson Ward-- our 

cameras captured some of the employees who had just been laid 

off.They held boxes with their belongings--and did not want to talk on 

camera.It was only a several years ago-- the former CEO spoke about 

expanding the company-- and more jobs.We were getting pushed into a 

corner and running...

1:08

Community Concerns 11/18/2014 FOXHOUR2 7AF EMBEZZLEMENT FOLO just in -- Hannah Graham's death has been ruled a homicide.    medical 

examiners announcing today they have determined the cause of her 

death.     But they will not release those details at the request of law 

enforcement, only saying her death is a homicide.      Graham was last 

seen alive in September in the charlottesville downtown mall.     Her...

0:29

Community Concerns 11/18/2014 FOXHOUR2 7AF BILL COSBY ALLEGATIONS LATE People living in an eastern, Henrico neighborhood, will get to meet with 

a Virginia hardwood retailer, that's moving in next door.The 

homeowners, on Elko Road, want something to separate them from the 

large Lumber Liquidators warehouse.But, the company says, it doesn't 

think it can make that happen.Tomorrow's meeting will determine other 

changes, i...

0:25

Community Concerns 11/18/2014 FOXHOUR2 73AT BULLETPROOF BACKPACK a local company is suing after it says, it's plans to buy the state fair 

were stopped.   Back in 20-12, new kent-based, Mini-USA, tried to buy 

the fair.    But mini-usa says, the william mullen Law firm -- stopped it.     

Universal Fairs ended up buying the fair's name, at a foreclosure 

auction after the nonprofit that ran the fair .... filed for b...

0:26

Community Concerns 11/18/2014 FOXHOUR2 73AT BULLETPROOF BACKPACK If you need a warm place to stay in the city, you can go to the cold 

weather shelter for the next couple of nights.    It's at the city's public 

safelty building on north ninth street.   They're providing food... but you 

can't bring pets.    The shelter will be open tomorrow and thursday 

from 7 p-m to 6 in the morning.     Shelter registration ends...

0:42

Community Concerns 11/18/2014 FOXHOUR2 73AR STONE BREWERY FOLLOW UP "Please scream."Those screams allegedly coming from inside 

Pemberton Elementary School...from Little 8 year old Presley... "Do you 

want to go to class? Do you want to go to class?Put your hands down. 

Do you want to go to class? Do you? OwwAide "Do you want to go to 

class?" "She has expressed to us that she is afraid to go back to 

school."  "Push he...

1:37

Community Concerns 11/18/2014 FOXHOUR2 73AR STONE BREWERY FOLLOW UP 3:18:05     Mark and Kim Johnson say... Tucker has always been a 

healing presence...      Mark suffers from anxiety and insomnia... after 

the tragic loss of one of their children. 3:03:45"It was proven that I 

actually have what they consider a disability. "       A doctor recently 

prescribed Tucker as "treatment" for Mark...       The pet pig- who'...

1:15



Community Concerns 11/19/2014 FOXHOUR2 73AR HUMAN TRAFFICKING This home on Coalter Street with dozens of bullet holes  is where 15-

year-old Zyemontae Redd was killed and two others shot. It is also just 

one block away from where the 16-year-old suspect arrested for the 

crime was staying. But, that address was not his permanent home and 

we've learned he'd been living there only a short time before the crime. 

S...

1:33

Community Concerns 11/19/2014 FOXHOUR2 73AM SCHOOL SHOOTING Most of the businesses around the Taiji Massage Spa were closed when 

Henrico officers showed workers a search warrant.By the end of the 

night-- 40 year old Jiali Deng was in jail facing prostitution related 

charges.We stopped by the spa today.we're with NBC12 That search 

warrant was still visible on the front desk this morning.This woman 

says she w...

1:18

Community Concerns 11/19/2014 FOXHOUR2 73AM GAS PRICES GOING DOWN Sabrina I just confirmed the final decision will be made January 14th...    

And why the wait here?    Well, if they said Tucker had to go - that 

would mean the Johnson family may have had to look for a new place 

to live over the holidays...    And they didn't want that.    But let's take 

you inside what just unfolded.    You could see about 30 peop...

0:38

Community Concerns 11/19/2014 FOXHOUR2 73AF MCDONNELL WANTS NEW TRIAL So there are two main points here on both sides:    Why the animal 

should stay:    1) Tucker's now a certified therapy animal - Johnson - 

his owner, says he depends on Tucker for comfort after the traumatic 

death of his child    2) He stays indoors    The flip side:    1) Opponents 

consider Tucker a livestock animal    2) They think this will open...

0:45

Community Concerns 11/20/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y VIGIL FOR RICHMOND OFFICER This home on Coalter Street with dozens of bullet holes  is where 15-

year-old Zyemontae Redd was killed and two others shot. It is also just 

one block away from where the 16-year-old suspect arrested for the 

crime was staying. But, that address was not his permanent home and 

we've learned he'd been living there only a short time before the crime. 

S...

1:35

Community Concerns 11/20/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y SENATE DEBATE It's there in black and white:  "We are outraged and scared." Just one 

of the many emails and facebook messages from people infuriated, that 

Robert Dodd, a man found guilty of multiple counts of sodomy, 

aggravated sexual battery and indecent liberties with a minor, is free 

on bail.This person says :  "This was such a victory for all of the 

victims...

1:12

Community Concerns 11/20/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y SEARCH FOR HANNAH CONTINUES Hundreds of new homes and businesses are on the way to 

Chesterfield!Work is already underway on the first anchor for the 

Watermark Town Center...That's the new development off Ironbridge 

Road... and that first anchor store, is  a Wal-Mart neighborhood 

market.Curtis McCloud talked to neighbors, who have have mixed 

feelings....

0:21

Community Concerns 11/20/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y RVA TRAILER PARK FIRE The latest phase for the new life at the old Cloverleaf Mall sight is now 

underway...  Stonebridge is already drawing shoppers to its stores and 

businesses -- now it's paving the way for people to live there.  Britni 

McDonald was at the groundbreaking today and shows us what's in 

store....

0:18

Community Concerns 11/20/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y RVA HOME INVASION We're just three days away from a major project to help families in 

need this holiday season - and organizers are looking for volunteers.  

For six years, R-V-A Feed the City has offered free haircuts, food, 

clothes and health screenings to anyone in need.  Last year, more than 

15-hundred families in our area were treated to a warm meal just in 

time...

0:40



Community Concerns 11/21/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y RICHMOND TRIPLE SHOOTING ((nats:of protestors speaking out loud " did it look like i was asking for 

it")) It's emotional stories likes these that are rallying a community to 

seek changes and how campus assaults are handeled. It follows this 

mark across UVA where male and female students united to support 

victims. Katherine Hutto's daughter attends UVA. She's concerned 

over...

0:48

Community Concerns 11/21/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y RICHMOND FIREFIGHTER INJURED City Council members tell me they want the air cleared-- Questions 

arose about this timeline--Hourigan Construction, the company 

ultimately chosen as part of the team building the Stone Brewery 

facility, filed these permits for the site before Richmond was finally 

picked by Stone and before Hourigan was named as the contractor. We 

took the question...

1:56

Community Concerns 11/21/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y RICHMOND DOUBLE HOMICIDE We're getting answers tonight after City Council members raise 

questions about an economic development deal said to bring Richmond 

millions of dollars. The uncertainty surrounds permit applications filed 

for work, on the Stone Brewery site.    Laura Geller, is in the East End 

with the story....

0:19

Community Concerns 11/21/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y POWER OUTAGES City Council members tell me they want the air cleared-- Questions 

arose about this timeline--Hourigan Construction, the company 

ultimately chosen as part of the team building the Stone Brewery 

facility, filed these permits for the site before Richmond was finally 

picked by Stone and before Hourigan was named as the contractor. We 

took the question...

1:56

Community Concerns 11/21/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y HENRICO MACHETE ROBBERY A Henrico county high, school student  -- who says he was bullied and 

then beaten, is found guilty today of assault -- and is speaking out for 

the first time.  14 year old Eric Martin was not the only student charged 

-- and now a witness is talking about the incident.   Ashley Monfort is 

outside the courthouse with the latest....

0:20

Community Concerns 11/21/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y HARRINGTON FAMILY REACTION Growing frustrations tonight, over how the University of Virginia 

handles sexual assault cases..Or, as some students contend... how it 

does "not" handle them .This stems from that Rolling Stone article, 

about a woman's gang rape on campus, and how she says, she was 

urged to keep quiet.Today, students marched in protest .... .  just as 

the man set t...

0:34

Community Concerns 11/21/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y HARRINGTON FAMILY REACTION Reaction to the President's immigration orders has been pretty 

divided... across the country and here in Richmond.     The latest Pew 

study says the illegal immigrant population in Virginia has grown to 275-

thousand in 2012.     Susan Bahorich found one place where the divide 

between those for and against...  is sptarking a lively debate:...

0:21

Community Concerns 11/24/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y HANNAH MEDICAL EXAMINER When Thomas Jefferson founded University of Virginia in 1819, it's 

likely he did not envision a rape scandal that would thrust the 

university into the national spotlight.One, that forced student leaders to 

address the media and call for change. Ashley Brown, One Last at UVA: 

Enough passivity, enough stigma, enough silence. "Today, leaders from 

the...

1:23

Community Concerns 11/24/2014 FOXHOUR2 6Y HANNAH GRAHAM MEMORIAL 5:40 im scaredMaria Viera let us into her home begging for help to find 

her nephew, david viera alvarez.6:40 he's a very nice kid. he has very 

good grades in school. there's nothing wrong with himThe 16 year old, 

a freshman at meadowbrook high school, had been living with his aunt, 

Maria, on lamplighter drive.. He was last seen leaving the house on...

2:22



Community Concerns 11/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 6Y HANNAH GRAHAM MEMORIAL "   And while V-dot says it is preparing for the worst.   but nwo there's 

a chance it could rain before it possibly snows and if that's the case, it 

would wash away the salt and sand.   But managers say they'll do 

whatever it takes to keep you safe, no matter the cost....

0:14

Community Concerns 11/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 6Y HANNAH GRAHAM CASE LATEST WE could be in store a blast of wintry weather, just in time for 

Thanksgiving.    We just checked in with officials who are closely 

monitoring the forecast and the roads.    Just today, V-DOT started 

loading 500 pieces of heavy equipment.    VDOT has it's eyes on 

Hanover, Amelia, Powhatan and Chesterfield counties.    That's where 

crews believe the...

0:24

Community Concerns 11/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 6Y HANNAH GRAHAM CASE LATEST The city of Richmond is officially teaming up with Redskins cornerback 

Bashaud (bush-aud) Breeland in the war on drugs.   THE 

Commonwealth Attorney Michael Herring IS officially unveilING the 

finished product.    TAKE A LOOK    The Redskins player was cited for 

marijuana possession back in August.   Herring says instead of simply 

assigning communit...

0:28

Community Concerns 11/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 6Y HANNAH GRAHAM CASE LATEST Right now...all eyes are on the weather...watching the forecast that 

could impact Thanksgiving travel plans.   We checked in with crews who 

are closely monitoring the roads.    Monday...V-DOT started loading 

500 pieces of heavy equipment.    VDOT has it's eyes on Hanover, 

Amelia, Powhatan and Chesterfield counties.    That's where workers 

believe t...

0:27

Community Concerns 11/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 6Y ESTATE AUCTION "   And while VDOT says it is preparing for the worst....there's a chance 

it could rain before it possibly snows.   If that's the case, it would wash 

away the salt and sand.   But managers say they'll do whatever it takes 

to keep drivers safe, no matter the cost....

0:15

Community Concerns 11/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 6Y DEADLY RICHMOND HIT AND RUN The city of Richmond is teaming up with Redskins corner back Bashaud 

(bush-aud) Breeland in the war on drugs.   Attorney General Michael 

Herring just unveiled the finished product.   The Redskins player was 

cited for marijuana possession back in August.   Herring says instead of 

simply assigning community service, he saw an opportunity to use 

Breel...

0:27

Community Concerns 11/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 6Y CVILLE FIRE SLAYINGS 1:24:21"Right now all volunteers at Hanover Public Schools must fill 

out this form, and undergo a screening for any sex offenses. But they 

soon could be getting fingerprints and criminal background checks."               

From coaching to the classroom....more than 9,000 adults volunteer at 

Hanover County schools, helping students excel.        Volu...

1:54

Community Concerns 11/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6Y CFIELD APT FIRE It isn't what happened around here... but the  Snow in the North East is 

causing a headache for travelers flying across the country. Problems 

there are rippling through the country- causing problems even here in 

our area. Several flights to and from Richmond were canceled or 

delayed, because of the storm. Most of them from or to Newark and 

Philadel...

0:57

Community Concerns 11/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6Y BRADLEY LANE HOUSE FIRE If you need a thanksgiving meal this year - and you want to share the 

day with others -- I can tell you where, to get dinner  tomorrow.    The 

Giving Heart Community Thanksgiving Feast is in it's ninth year.    It's 

open to anyone, but especially the homeless, seniors, families in need 

and military members.      More  importantly, it's open to anyo...

0:30



Community Concerns 11/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S STONE BREWERY WHATS NEXT Expect a warmer night than yesterday evening with lows falling into the 

lower to mid 30s. Skies will continue to clear overnight.The warm-up 

continues tomorrow as highs climb up to around 60°. By Monday we're 

in the mid 60s.If you're longing to hang those outdoor decorations, you 

should be good to go (weather-wise at least) through Monday 

afternoon...

1:19

Community Concerns 11/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S SOUTH RVA DOUBLE SHOOTING (Annette Gibbs, shopper)"It's not some huge corporation. It's mom and 

pop shop trying to make a living." (Laura Walter, shopper)"It's fun lots 

of a nice shop owners. we're seeing many unique items and we're 

loving it."   You still have time to get in on some deals today while also 

benefiting your community.   Small business Saturday runs through 

th...

0:35

Community Concerns 11/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S SMALL BUSINESS SATURDAY We spotted a lot of people shopping local today for Small Business 

Saturday.   Here's a look at Carytown, which is filled with small 

businesses.   It's a day shoppers are encouraged to spend their money 

at locally owned stores.   Last year, sales totaled nearly 6 billion dollars 

nationwide for Small Business Saturday.   That number up from 

2012....

0:24

Community Concerns 11/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S SMALL BUSINESS SATURDAY Today is known as Small business Saturday..for many business owners 

today was a success     we spotted a lot of people shopping locally.   

Here's a look at Carytown, which is filled with small businesses.   It's a 

day shoppers are encouraged to spend their money at locally owned 

stores.   Last year, sales totaled nearly 6 billion dollars nationwide...

0:28

Community Concerns 11/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S RPD OFFICER SHOT SUSPECT INFO Small Business Saturday was a success in the River City.   Here's a look 

at Carytown, which was filled with shoppers Saturday afternoon.    

Customers we spoke with said local shops provide a unique element 

and great customer service....

0:13

Community Concerns 11/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S RICHMOND DRONE LIGHTS (Annette Gibbs, shopper)"It's not some huge corporation. It's mom and 

pop shop trying to make a living." (Laura Walter, shopper)"It's fun lots 

of a nice shop owners. we're seeing many unique items and we're 

loving it."Governor McAuliffe issued a proclamation recognizing Small 

Business Saturday in Virginia---...

0:15

Community Concerns 11/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S POLICE BRUTALITY NORFOLK This block of Decatur street in South Richmond was filled with police 

officers and investigators last Sunday. Now the spot where two men 

lost their lives after exchanging gun fire--- is filled with emotion and 

sorrow. Dozens came out to remember Randy Smith Junior... his 

mother Gloria was too distraught to speak with us on camera. Randy's 

family an...

1:15

Community Concerns 12/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S MISSING WOMAN VIGIL We learned Dr. Bosher died in his sleep. This is according to the times 

dispatch.We just spoke with VCU faculty who call this a tremendous 

loss. Bosher wasn't short of accomplishments.He was a leader of 

education making his way up the ranks first as a teacher, principal, 

superintendent, and professor.He was former superintendent of schools 

in Henri...

0:39

Community Concerns 12/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S MARCH AGAINST POLICE VIOLENCE "This is all part of that national movement Ferguson action. Dozens of 

students here on VCU's campus walked out of their classrooms just 

before one o'clock this afternoon.  Where they came here to the 

Compass where they staged a "die-in" those students were laying on 

the compass for some 4 and half minutes to replicate what Michael 

Brown experience...

0:45



Community Concerns 12/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S JAYQUAN POWELL VIGIL ((no super needed. this is a phoner))     Meantime, UVA President 

Teresa Sullivan also spoke today, announcing a new trauma counselor 

for the Women's Center on campus as well as a new police substation 

that will open across from campus - with extra police patrols, especially 

on weekends.   Those remarks came after cancelling an event where 

she was...

0:34

Community Concerns 12/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S JAHNKE DEATH INVESTIGATION I just spoke with Delegate Robert Bell who says when it comes to 

serious crimes like rape - there should be tougher laws keeping 

students safe.   So he and two other lawmakers plan to introduce 

legislation next year that would require universities to report incidents 

of rape to law enforcement.   Right now - that is not a requirement, 

which student...

0:29

Community Concerns 12/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S FULL WEATHER Dr. Bill Bosher was a fixture in the world of education. And, though he 

rose through the ranks, he was always dedicated to his 

students.LeQuan Hylton, Bosher's student: He was very welcoming, 

very open, very nice, pleasant person. "LeQuan Hylton first met Bill 

Bosher when he was a teen and new student in Chesterfield 

County.Now, nearly 20-years lat...

1:30

Community Concerns 12/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S FIRST WX The so called White Trash Bash here at Shockoe Bottom's Club Rouge 

and Daddy Rabbitt's in Richmond over the holiday weekend has left 

some outraged. "It's just not right." Jason Powers says the promotional 

fliers with trailers and countless beer bottles went too far. "And as you 

can see I live in a trailer park myself now...so we are hardworking 

peo...

1:26

Community Concerns 12/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S FAKE ROBBERY "It's a small town but the way I looked at it too was Sandy Hook was a 

small town too. I just don't want to take any chances."     The plate can 

also be used as a clipboard... or it can fit into an i-Pad case or 

briefcase.     Options start at one-hundred dollars....

0:13

Community Concerns 12/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S DRIVER SHOT CRASHES INTO HOME Body armor for kids!?     It may not be on your child's list to Santa...     

But, parents say one Virginia man's invention... is gifting them peace of 

mind.  "This plate will stop all pistol, all pistol ammunition. Even if the 

person is this close to you."     Norvell West founded "CW Armor" in 

Bedford County...     He created this military-grade p...

0:29

Community Concerns 12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S CHRISTMAS TRAIN DISPLAY Body armor for kids?     It may not be on your child's list to Santa...But, 

parents say one Virginia man's invention... is gifting them with peace of 

mind.  "This plate will stop all pistol, all pistol ammunition. Even if the 

person is this close to you."     Norvell West founded "C-W Armor" in 

Bedford County...     He created this military-grade p...

0:29

Community Concerns 12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S CHESTEFIELD ROBBERY "It's a small town but the way I looked at it too was Sandy Hook was a 

small town too. I just don't want to take any chances."     The plate can 

also be used as a clipboard... and it can fit into an i-Pad case or 

briefcase.  Prices start at one-hundred dollars....

0:14

Community Concerns 12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S CHEIGHTS MAYOR Body armor for kids?     It may not be on your child's list to Santa...But, 

parents say one Virginia man's invention... is gifting them with peace of 

mind.  "This plate will stop all pistol, all pistol ammunition. Even if the 

person is this close to you."     Norvell West founded "C-W Armor" in 

Bedford County...     He created this military-grade p...

0:31

Community Concerns 12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6S ATTEMPTED ROBBERY "It's a small town but the way I looked at it too was Sandy Hook was a 

small town too. I just don't want to take any chances."     The plate can 

also be used as a clipboard... and it can fit into an i-Pad case or 

briefcase.  Prices start at one-hundred dollars....

0:13



Community Concerns 12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW WHEELCHAIR DOG The so called White Trash Bash here at Shockoe Bottom's Club Rouge 

and Daddy Rabbitt's in Richmond over the holiday weekend has left 

some outraged. "It's just not right." Jason Powers says the promotional 

fliers with trailers and countless beer bottles went too far. "And as you 

can see I live in a trailer park myself now...so we are hardworking 

peo...

1:26

Community Concerns 12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW WEBSITE WARNING Will more training help build better relationships, between the cops and 

the community?  Henrico and Richmond investigators believe so .... 

and, after tensions continue to flare nationwide because of Ferguson -- 

Richmond activists, are calling for change.    Brent Solomon has 

more....

0:18

Community Concerns 12/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW WALMART LETTER We have a traffic alert for drivers in Henrico.    A section of the 

Richmond-Henrico Turnpike and Meadowbridge Road will be closed next 

Thursday and Friday due to railroad crossing work.    The closure will 

affect traffic between Azalea Avenue in Henrico County and Industrial 

Park Road in Hanover County..   the construction will take place from 

8a-...

0:23

Community Concerns 12/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW STATE BUDGET Right now, Hanover officials are working to make a dangerous 

intersection safer... by replacing it with the county's first roundabout.       

Here's where it would go... at the intersection of Studley and Rural 

Point Roads.       Right now, it's a four-way intersection with two stop 

signs...and a long list of accidents.        Our Kelly Avellino is...

0:26

Community Concerns 12/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW SENATE RACE We are getting a first look at plans, now underway to bring Richmond a 

big New Year's Eve celebration it won't soon forget!   Revelers will head 

to Brown's Island -- and  organizers are talking with us,  about  this 

year's event ... and state of the art technology to ring in the new year.   

Brent Solomon is on the James, to tell us how it will work...

0:21

Community Concerns 12/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW SCIENCE MUSEUM NYE A Henrico church needs your help meeting the needs of hundreds of 

children -- who might not get any presents under the tree this 

Christmas.       Worship & Praise Church started the program -- "Bikes 

4 Christ".   Every Christmas, members give away, brand new, bicycles 

to children all over the community.        While 400 children got bikes, 

last yea...

0:31

Community Concerns 12/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW SANTA LETTERS SCHEME (ASHLEY)The current regulations require abortion clinics to follow the 

same standards as hospitals...Many pro-choice advocates have argued 

against that.Today's move is the first step toward possibly re-writing 

those regulations -- for the 18 abortion clincis in 

Virginia.===================Hundreds of people started 

lining up early.Many wearing thei...

2:02

Community Concerns 12/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW NTELOS Hundreds of people  started lining up early.Many wearing their opinion 

on the sign in their hands over abortion clinic regulations-- which were 

established under Republican Governor Bob McDonnell.Those for the 

current standards say this is about keeping patients safethese 

regulations no more attack abortion rights then requiring churches have 

an ap...

1:44

Community Concerns 12/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW MOVING COMPANY (ASHLEY)The current regulations require abortion clinics to follow the 

same standards as hospitals...Many pro-choice advocates have argued 

against that.Today's move is the first step toward possibly re-writing 

those regulations -- for the 18 abortion clincis in 

Virginia.===================Hundreds of people started 

lining up early.Many wearing thei...

2:01



Community Concerns 12/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW MCAULIFFE BUDGET A Charles City road, known for being dangerous for drivers is getting a 

much needed makeover...after county leaders tell v-dot it could use 

some work.Chrystina Head has more, on why some say, it's about 

time....

0:13

Community Concerns 12/5/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW MASSAGE ARREST This Farrington station is only a few miles from the victim's home...           

And like most stations in Hanover... it's manned by both volunteer and 

paid firefighters.     But there aren't enough  to run this rural station... 

or most of the other ones...  24/7.      When the fire broke out ... the 

manpower wasn't there to run an engine to the sce...

1:02

Community Concerns 12/5/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW KITTEN RESCUE Change-- that's all these neighbors say they want.  And with the 

holidays coming up;  some people are concerned they may not receive 

those cherished packages and cards on time.   At the Henrico Arms 

Apartment complex, some neighbors say an empty mailbox is 

happening far too often.usually I get mail everyday, for the last two 

weeks I haven't gotten...

1:44

Community Concerns 12/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW HOMELESS MEALS AFTER ONE OF THE MOST TUMULTUOUS SEMESTERS IN MEMORY, 

SCORES OF UVA STUDENTS SIMPLY WANT TO PUT THIS ALL BEHIND 

THEM.    NOW, PEOPLE ARE QUESTIONING WHETHER THE ROLLING 

STONE SCANDAL WILL FADE AWAY OR GO TO COURT.     IF THE 

ACCUSATIONS ARE WRONG, THE UNIVERSITY COULD SUE FOR 

DEFAMATION.     BUT THAT MAY NOT BE LIKELY.     BUT THE ACCUSED 

FRATERNIT...

0:27

Community Concerns 12/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW HOLIDAY TRAVEL New information on the unmanned rocket that exploded just moments 

after lift off at wallops island.      its hard to forget this video---    We're 

now getting a better idea of just how much it's going to cost to clean 

this all up.      Officials at the Virginia Commercial Spaceflight Authority 

say repairs could reach as much as $20 million..    But...

0:21

Community Concerns 12/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW HOLE IN FLOOR this is an area known for dumping.  Take a look over here, people are 

used to seeing things like tires and garbage but one man didn't expect 

to see this: a large pile of bread on the side of the road.I'll walk 

through one of the neighborhoods over here.It was on a walk with his 

dog that Adam Radzisauskas found the unusual site.The labels say the 

br...

1:20

Community Concerns 12/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW HENRICO GANGS Plans are underway to expand the VCU campus in downtown Richmond.     

The university announced today it recently purchased a building on 

Cary Street.    That building will be the new home to the office of 

Continuing and professional education.    The university paid about one 

million dollars for the space that will give the department more ROOM  

to...

0:24

Community Concerns 12/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW HANOVER DEVELOPMENT WE JUST LEARNED HUNDREDS IN PEOPLE IN ASHLAND HAVE THEIR 

POWER BACK on!     THIS MORNING, THE HANOVER SHERIFF'S OFFICE 

SAID  ABOUT 1,748 CuSToMERS WERE IN THE DARK DUE TO A BLOWN 

TRANSFORMER.      NO WORD ON WHAT CAUSED it....

0:12

Community Concerns 12/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW GRAHAM SEARCH A Winter Weather Advisory continues until 8am for the western 

Piedmont counties of Virginia, and all points west, for possible slick 

travel conditions due to a mix of wintry precipitation that will eventually 

become all rain shortly after sunrise.This coastal storm is bringing 

mainly rain now and will get a shot of energy today...turning the 

coasta...

0:58

Community Concerns 12/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW GANG ARRESTS A wheelchair-bound veteran asls for help after he learns his trash 

company will no longer come to his backdoor to pick up his bin! Curtis 

McCloud spoke to this veteran and the waste company--- He has 

answers tonight in this report....

0:12



Community Concerns 12/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW FAKE RED CROSS LETTER An eastern Henrico family is happy tonight after a missing teen with 

autism was found safe.Police  say19 year old Elizabeth Martinez was 

spotted in downtown Richmond when a person recognized her from the 

photos sent out to the media and called 911.Tonight-- Ashley Monfort -- 

has the emotional interview with the woman's mother....

0:18

Community Concerns 12/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW DAYCARE REGS Fairly or unfairly- Petersburg often gets a bad rap.And the city wants to 

change the perception.Will a brand new marketing blitz help?   Brent 

Solomon looks into how much the city is spending  to change people's 

minds....

0:11

Community Concerns 12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW DAY CARE FIRE DEATH Take a look behind me...    This is piece of land... here on Summer 

Duck Farm... where 68 homes would go.      the Board of Supervisors 

voted against allowing the project to go through, back in October.      

But-- one board member who voted "no"... asked to change his vote...    

Now... a new public hearing is happening tonight.     The proposed 

sub...

0:53

Community Concerns 12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW COLONIAL DOWNS This quiet piece of farmland, could become Hanover's next 

neighborhood of homes--- that look like these...      But the biggest 

backlash against the project... is traffic concerns.      Neighbors along 

Atlee Station Road... like Aaron Trump... tell me, the stretch is already 

buzzing with cars. 22:04"It's pretty busy in the mornings. It's hard to 

ge...

1:16

Community Concerns 12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW COALTER SHOOTING #VALUE! 0:00

Community Concerns 12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW CFIELD WATER BILLS Tension over how neighborhood leaders in Woodlake are spending 

money are escalating... and we've just learned some neighbors are now 

asking a Chesterfield judge to get involved. We just got our hands on 

some of court documents. The petiion is asking a judge to stop the 

Woodlake community board of directors from buying up land currently 

owned by the...

0:37

Community Concerns 12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW BURTON ARREST Right now, we're still waiting for word on the fate of a controversial 

development in hanover county...The plans include putting up dozens 

of homes in the Atlee area.They've already been voted down once.. but 

it was close, and now one supervisor may be reconsidering.Kelly 

Avellino shows us why a lot of people don't like the idea:...

0:21

Community Concerns 12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW BBB COMPANY WARNING This quiet piece of farmland, could become Hanover's next 

neighborhood of homes--- that look like these...      But the biggest 

backlash against the project... is traffic concerns.      Neighbors along 

Atlee Station Road... like Aaron Trump... tell me, the stretch is already 

buzzing with cars. 22:04"It's pretty busy in the mornings. It's hard to 

ge...

1:16

Community Concerns 12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW ANTI BULLY APP A giant billboard on I-95 is stirring up controversy in downtown 

Richmond.    Here's the billboard...right near the Belvidere exit.    It 

says nobody is born gay...and the organization claims to help people 

who have "overcome" being gay.    Sarah Bloom has more on the 

billboard and reaction....

0:18

Community Concerns 12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PW ALARM COMPANY Now to Hanover where..the board of supervisors just approved a 

controversial new development - they had previously rejectedThe 

Richmond Times Dispatch confirms the board approved the 68-home 

subdivision on Summer Duck Farm in the Atlee area -- off Atlee Station 

Road.The board voted the plan down a few months ago, but supervisor 

Elton Wade is recons...

0:30



Community Concerns 12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT VCU EBOLA CENTER (1:12:32) - no super/name---(1:17:46) - no 

super/name=============    The project's builder says the 

homes will be much more spread out than required...    And engineers 

are planning four lanes in and out of the development to help calm 

traffic... especially so close to schools....

0:02

Community Concerns 12/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT TAXI ROBBERY Unconditional love and guidance got Abrielle to this point.             (nat 

snd -- playing )    Her thoughts are happy. The three year old can just 

play and make more pleasant memories but the journey has been long 

in such a short life.   Each teddy bear lining the back of their couch 

represents a hospital visit for little Abrielle.   (Tina Woodso...

1:32

Community Concerns 12/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT STOLEN PUPPIES It's taken more than 200 lives this year, and the number is growing 

each year.     We're talking about heroin overdoses.       Anita Hayward 

of Dinwiddie knows about this all too well.   She lost her son Kenneth to 

drug abuse... and is now starting a fight against the problem.   Britni 

McDonald has her story....

0:19

Community Concerns 12/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT SHOCKOE ROBBER We've heard the out cry from thousands here at home   "No justice no 

peace " and from across the country.  "Hands up Don't Shoot" Now, 

those voices will come together in the nations Capitol with hopes of 

inspiring unity and ending police violence.   "I think its a great 

opportunity to engage the young professionals here in Richmond." 

Richmond Urban...

1:42

Community Concerns 12/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT SCHOOL SUSPENSIONS This land on Woodlake Parkway doesn't look like much, but it was 

enough to spur 3-residents into action. Bruce Shappe, Concerned 

Woodlake Resident: We're people trying to make a point in the interest 

of the neighborhood we all love."Bruce Shappe was one of those men. 

Friday afternoon, the group withdrew their injunction to stop the 

purchase of the...

1:22

Community Concerns 12/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT ROBBERY ATTACK We spoke to the now-18-year-old's father and two sisters.   They are 

confirming what the special prosecutor told us today, the girl is 

pregnant, but they are not positive who the father is.   This side of the 

girl's family also tells us they are relieved this ordeal is over, but 

disappointed the world will not know the truth, as the case will not g...

0:27

Community Concerns 12/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT PROPERTY SEARCHES Delegate Morrissey entered an Alford Plea--which means he admits 

there is enough evidence to convict him..but he does not admit 

guilt.Take a look this is the plea deal--dozens of pages describing the 

witnesses and evidence that would have been presented if this had 

gone to court.He is now serving jail time for a lesser charge of 

contributing to the...

2:24

Community Concerns 12/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT POLITICAL REAX #VALUE! 0:00

Community Concerns 12/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT PBURG BLIGHT Racing could return to Colonial Downs in may... but it would 

"motorcycles", not horses!Colonial Holding Inc. is asking for a one day 

conditional use permit to hold the race. It would be the third such race 

at teh track..While some say it's fine for a day, others don't want this to 

be a permanent solution for the track.New Kent's planning 

commission...

0:24

Community Concerns 12/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT MUSEUM DISTRICT ROBBERY A land deal is moving forward in Chesterfield's Woodlake community. 

But, first -- the issue had to go before a judge today!That's because 

three Woodlake residents filed an injunction against the community 

saying the plan shouldn't go forward since the governing body was 500-

thousand dollars over its 2-million dollar budget. Susan Bahorich was in 

co...

0:25



Community Concerns 12/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT MORRISSEY GPS The debate continues today over what to do with a struggling middle 

school in the heart of the Fan.      The Richmond City School board will 

once again take up the issue at its meeting tonight     Members are 

expected to vote on proposed recommendations for BINDFORD MIDDLE 

school.        We told you school leaders have four possible options.     

AN...

0:25

Community Concerns 12/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT MISSING MAN A mother desperately pleading her caseJessica Fluhart's three 

daughters and step-daughter, who have allergies and eye issues, need 

health insurance.She filled out the application to have Medicaid for her 

3-, 6- and 8-year-old renewed and to start coverage for her 9-year-old 

step-daughter on September 25th. About two and a half months later, 

she sti...

2:21

Community Concerns 12/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT MCDONNELL STATEMENT Jessica Fluhart had been trying to deal with Richmond's department of 

social services directly--she'd been calling them for months since filling 

out her childrens' Medicaid applications in September. Her children 

have allergy and eye issues and desperately need the healthcare 

coverage. The very day after we started making calls, Jessica's 

applicati...

0:56

Community Concerns 12/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT MCDONNELL REAX Right now... the express lanes on internstate 95 in northern virginia are 

now open!      VDOT didn't expect to open the lanes until december 

29th but drivers started using the ramps yesterday.      HOV rules will 

be in place during rush hours until tolling starts December 29, but until 

then, outside HOV hours, anyone can try the new lanes for free....

0:24

Community Concerns 12/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT MANCHESTER FOLLOW VCU Health System mailing out notification letters: It turns out 

compact discs containing patient health information were not properly 

disposed of.Yes. cds containing patient data were mistakenly donated 

for children’s art projects! "It’s not clear how many patients are 

impacted or how many cds were donated…but after some reflection the 

health syst...

1:28

Community Concerns 12/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT ISOLATION ROOM It's a comeback 14 years in the making!      Chesterfield Native and R & 

B crooner "D'angelo" has a new cd out...    We spoke with his long-time 

friend director choreographer Lou Barber.     Barber says the singer 

wanted to make sure it was just right before releasing the album. We 

understand the album called Black Messiah quickly shot to number on...

0:22

Community Concerns 12/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT INMATE GETS ID The vote is in - change is coming. And the reaction is harsh- from 

students and teachers there for the decision.  – “I feel like they should 

just leave our school alone.“  – “I am very upset with the decision. I am 

happy however that our current students won’t be bothered by it.” 

Many say they're not ready for change. They think they can succeed 

wi...

1:21

Community Concerns 12/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT IN THE COURTROOM The vote is in - change is coming. And the reaction is harsh- from 

students and teachers there for the decision.  – “I feel like they should 

just leave our school alone.“  – “I am very upset with the decision. I am 

happy however that our current students won’t be bothered by it.” 

Many say they're not ready for change. They think they can succeed 

wi...

1:22

Community Concerns 12/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT IN THE COURTROOM It's a comeback -- 14 years in the making!      Chesterfield Native -- 

and R-and-B singer"D'angelo" is releasing a new C-D    We spoke with 

his long-time friend -- director and choreographer Lou Barber.     

Barber says the singer wanted to make sure it was just right before 

releasing the album. The album -- called Black Messiah -- quickly shot 

to n...

0:23



Community Concerns 12/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT HENRICO FIRE The vote is in - change is coming. And the reaction is harsh- from 

students and teachers there for the decision.  – “I feel like they should 

just leave our school alone.“  – “I am very upset with the decision. I am 

happy however that our current students won’t be bothered by it.” 

Many say they're not ready for change. They think they can succeed 

wi...

1:22

Community Concerns 12/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT HEALTHCARE TOWN HALL Good news in Petersburg.    Bon Secours opened the Freedom Support 

Center to patients today.    The new facility will provide medical care to 

active and retired military personnel and their families...as well as all 

residents needing healthcare in the Petersubrg and Tri-Cities area.    

It's located at 32 West Washington Street and is open Monday th...

0:20

Community Concerns 12/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT HDL LAYOFFS Dixie lies still--- struggling to heal after three layers of stitches... 

panting...30:02"You believe that someone intentionally did this?""Yes I 

do. I do."        Her owner Joe Morris let Dixie out Sunday... But she 

didn't return after nearly an hour.        Joe discovered her here 

motionless ... near the driveway.14:15"She was laying on her stomac...

1:23

Community Concerns 12/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT GM RECALL Dixie lies still--- struggling to heal after three layers of stitches... 

panting...30:02"You believe that someone intentionally did this?""Yes I 

do. I do."        Her owner Joe Morris let Dixie out Sunday... But she 

didn't return after nearly an hour.        Joe discovered her here 

motionless ... near the driveway.14:15"She was laying on her stomac...

1:22

Community Concerns 12/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT GAY MARRIAGE IMPACT It's a tough job...3:42:24;00(travis whittle/Founder, Chesterfield Food 

Bank)"we give out about 10-thousand pounds of food a week."But for 

Travis and Carie Whittle, this is their weekly mission.They feed those in 

need--3:44:39;02(travis whittle/Founder, Chesterfield Food Bank)"i 

think it would be fair to say over a quarter of a million people."  Wo...

1:26

Community Concerns 12/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT GASKINS BROAD SAFETY College students carry a heavy load. Between classes and 

extracurricular activities, there's barely time for anything else.     

However, I caught up with two V-S-U students who make time for 

something they say makes the load a bit easier - they 

pray:OUTCUE......

0:15

Community Concerns 12/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT GARAGE REPAIR The Richmond SPCA called it a holiday miracle... Elvis managing to walk 

once again after nearly a year of rehabilitation. He was an inspiration, 

but still required a lot of work. Now, it appears he has found someone 

who needs him as much as he needs them.-20:20 Woof!       Perfection 

comes in all shapes and sizes.24:49 Good Dog!          The paraly...

1:33

Community Concerns 12/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT FREE TICKET WARNING The Richmond SPCA called it a holiday miracle... Elvis managing to walk 

once again after nearly a year of rehabilitation. He was an inspiration, 

but still required a lot of work. Now, it appears he has found someone 

who needs him as much as he needs them.-20:20 Woof!       Perfection 

comes in all shapes and sizes.24:49 Good Dog!          The paraly...

1:33

Community Concerns 12/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT EBOLA TEST RESULTS Instead of buses, dozens of police cars surrounded and lined the roads 

around Varina High School- an airplane circled overhead, while inside: 

Lt Chris Eley, Henrico County Police : Two fights broke out between 

mulitple students. The officer in the cafetria called for assistance to 

break up the fights."Those fights grew to the point where the school...

1:09



Community Concerns 12/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT DEBT COLLECTOR We begin with breaking news in Henrico's West End.     You are looking 

live at the area near Yolanda Road near North Parham Road.     The 

Department of Public Utilities says about 60 customers are without 

water service, but repairs should be completed by 3:00 a.m.     We're 

told you shouldn't expect a major impact on traffic, but again ---     

This...

0:25

Community Concerns 12/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT CVS PLAN John Whitehead02:30 in effect this man was punished for having a 

disease IT STARTED AS A SIMPLE COMPLAINT -- OVER A FAULTY CABLE 

BOX.BUT TURNED INTO *DAYS* SPENT IN ISOLATION.ACCORDING TO 

A 16 PAGE LAWSUIT FILED IN FEDERAL COURT EARLIER THIS 

MONTH...MAY 15TH OF THIS YEAR -- GOINES COMPLAINED HIS TV 

WOULD "DISCONNECT" AND "FREEZE" THROUGHOUT THE DAY...

2:29

Community Concerns 12/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT CONTACT LENSES We're also on the scene of breaking news in Henrico's West End.     You 

are looking at video from the area near Yolanda and North Parham 

Roads.     The Department of Public Utilities says some 60 customers 

are without water service, but repairs should be completed by 3:00 

a.m.     We're told you shouldn't expect a major impact on traffic, but 

again...

0:22

Community Concerns 12/19/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT CLOVER HILL FIGHT Instead of buses, dozens of police cars surrounded and lined the roads 

around Varina High School- an airplane circled overhead, while inside: 

Lt Chris Eley, Henrico County Police : Two fights broke out between 

mulitple students. The officer in the cafetria called for assistance to 

break up the fights."Those fights grew to the point where the school...

1:11

Community Concerns 12/19/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT CHEF JEFF IN TOWN THE WATER IS BACK ON FOR RESIDENTS IN HENRICO'S WEST END.A 

water main break shut down water service in the area of Yolanda, 

Gaylord, and Parham Roads, and Girard Avenue.Crews finished repairs 

while you were sleeping.     The Department of Public Utilities says 

some 60 customers were without water service....

0:17

Community Concerns 12/19/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT CHARACTER WITNESSES THE WATER IS BACK ON NOW FOR RESIDENTS IN HENRICO'S WEST 

END.    A water main break shut down service in the area of Yolanda, 

Gaylord, and Parham Roads, and Girard Avenue.    Crews finished 

repairs a few hours ago.     The Department of Public Utilities says 

about 60 customers were without water service....

0:17

Community Concerns 12/19/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT CFIELD SCHOOL TIMES "The rush to judgement by some who first faulted the university as 

soon as the article was published for doing too little and others who 

faulted the university after the article was published for doing too 

much, those excited and strident voices have been obstacles to truth." 

"   Rolling Stone has said it will re-report its story by interviewing ke...

0:42

Community Concerns 12/19/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT CFIELD FIRE The Board of Visitors rector says when he saw the apology from Rolling 

Stone about how it reported an alleged culture of rape being swept 

under the rug - he wanted to respond in anger. Instead, leaders here 

say they will move forward with changes.   Today marked the first time 

the board met since Rolling Stone magazine admitted discrepancies in 

its...

0:39

Community Concerns 12/21/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT BYRON MARSHALL FOLO RIGHT NOW WE'RE TRACKING SEVERAL BREAKING STORIES AT THIS 

HOUR...    Crews in Chesterfield confirm, they're  on the scene of a 

house fire...  This is all going on in the 13-THOUSAND block of Rose 

Glen Drive, that's near old Hundred Road...   We know the flames broke 

out around 10:30...   We're still working to learn whether or not there 

are any inj...

0:24



Community Concerns 12/21/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT BRIDGE FOLLOW Ros Runner's First Warning Forecast: Tonight's Low: 31°, Monday's 

High: 39°** FREEZING RAIN ADVISORY FOR LOUISA, FLUVANNA, 

CUMBERLAND, BUCKINGHAM, ALBEMARLE, AND ORANGE COUNTIES 

FROM 5AM UNTIL NOON TOMORROW **We'll start out clear this 

evening with increasing cloudiness expected later this evening and 

overnight. Low pressure developing in the Gulf...

0:55

Community Concerns 12/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT BREAKING NEWS 22:49:05 Lynwood reed/volunteer ' this place means a whole lot to 

me." (please cover with shots of his sorting through clothes.)Lynwood 

reed doesn't just volunteer at the second blessings clothes closet. This 

place has also been a big help to him. Lynwood reed/volunteer " I come 

down here every Wednesday and get a hot chicken meal."Second 

blessings...

1:22

Community Concerns 12/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT BANK DATA BREACH BREAKING RIGHT NOW-- THERE'S BEEN A SECOND ARREST     

INVOLVING THE PUPPIES STOLEN AT GUNPOINT IN RICHMOND.      A 

THIRD PUPPY WAS ALSO RECOVERED.     POLICE SAY THE THIRD 

PUPPY RECOVERED WAS NOT ALL THEY RECENTLY FOUND.     

OFFICERS ALSO RECOVERED FOUR ILLEGAL GUNS.     NOW TAKE A 

LOOK AT THIS VIDEO POLICE JUST RELEASED OF THE DOG.  

==============...

0:48

Community Concerns 12/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT AUTISM LOCATOR "Can you believe this? It is snowing here in Chesterfield. or should we 

say a snow machine. It just one of the many attractions at this amazing 

home. We spoke to neighbors who live in this area, though. They say 

the traffic has been something else."Talk about a sea of red and white 

lights as countless people make their way to this ultimate holiday...

1:44

Community Concerns 12/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PT AIRPORT GUN 22:49:05 Lynwood reed/volunteer ' this place means a whole lot to 

me." (please cover with shots of his sorting through clothes.)Lynwood 

reed doesn't just volunteer at the second blessings clothes closet. This 

place has also been a big help to him. Lynwood reed/volunteer " I come 

down here every Wednesday and get a hot chicken meal."Second 

blessings...

1:22

Community Concerns 12/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PS NEW KENT PURSUIT ARREST For those of you hitting the road tomorrow, it's going to be a big 

weather day with a big storm sweeping up the East Coast. In Chicago 

the rain will be changing to snow. They are expecting 1 to 3 inches of 

snow tomorrowIn New York it's going to be a warm windy and rainy 

day. But snow is not in the forecast also. in Boston: it will be warm and 

breez...

0:33

Community Concerns 12/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR WILLIAMSBURG FAMILY IN NEED For Claudia Harris and her girls Morella and Isabella, wrapping gifts 

together, and welcoming a stranger itnto their home, has become a 

family tradition. claudia Harris " it's made a huge difference in our 

family."The harris family adopts a Marine for a day each year at 

christmas. When claudia learned from her husband that several fort lee 

Marines...

1:07

Community Concerns 12/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR VIEWER QUESTIONS After backlash from a cyber attack traced to North Korea... Sony 

announces it will release "The Interview" to independent movie 

houses... willing to show it.      Byrd Theater's general manager Todd 

Schall-Vess tells me... small theaters across the nation have always 

been ready to roll. "Smaller, non-national chains sort of put up their 

hand in the...

1:28

Community Concerns 12/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR VARINA HS FIGHT "i want to show you just how intense those flames were. You'll see here 

the siding melting off this home, but fighting more than flames is 

stepping in make this family's Christmas." This fire devastated the 

Bennett Family... "We were homeless. I mean you have nowhere to go. 

You can only live off friends for so long, but who wants to take in a 

mom i...

2:11



Community Concerns 12/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR VARINA BREAKINS After backlash from a cyber attack traced to North Korea... Sony 

announces it will release "The Interview" to independent movie 

houses... willing to show it.      Byrd Theater's general manager Todd 

Schall-Vess tells me... small theaters across the nation have always 

been ready to roll. "Smaller, non-national chains sort of put up their 

hand in the...

1:28

Community Concerns 12/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR VA ABDUCTION After backlash from a cyber attack traced to North Korea... Sony 

announces it will release "The Interview" to independent movie 

houses... willing to show it.      Byrd Theater's general manager Todd 

Schall-Vess tells me... small theaters across the nation have always 

been ready to roll. "Smaller, non-national chains sort of put up their 

hand in the...

1:28

Community Concerns 12/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR THANKSGIVING CHARITY according to AAA there is an increase in the number of people traveling 

this year. Now take a look things are moving smoothly on the Bryan 

Park Interchange but for some travelers the journey wasn't easy.A four 

mile back up on Interstate 95 near Woods Edge Road brought holiday 

travel to a crawl.Troopers say two cars crashed and there were minor 

inju...

1:34

Community Concerns 12/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR THANKSGIVING CHARITY (brent solomon - richmond) IN 4855 "I am surrounded right now by 

tons of clothing - shoes, shirts, jackets all being given away for free 

and that's not all to help make the holiday bright."(NATS) 4528 "Know 

that God can take you from this situation and into something better and 

it can happen as quick as tonight."In downtown Richmond, It's 

beginning...

1:45

Community Concerns 12/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR STONEBRIDGE HOMES (brent solomon - richmond) IN 4855 "I am surrounded right now by 

tons of clothing - shoes, shirts, jackets all being given away for free 

and that's not all to help make the holiday bright."(NATS) 4528 "Know 

that God can take you from this situation and into something better and 

it can happen as quick as tonight."In downtown Richmond, It's 

beginning...

1:45

Community Concerns 12/24/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR SHOPPERS ALREADY SHOPPING according to AAA there is an increase in the number of people traveling 

this year. Now take a look things are moving smoothly on the Bryan 

Park Interchange but for some travelers the journey wasn't easy.A four 

mile back up on Interstate 95 near Woods Edge Road brought holiday 

travel to a crawl.Troopers say two cars crashed and there were minor 

inju...

1:27

Community Concerns 12/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR SHIPPING SCAM Susan Bahorich, reporting:  At the heart of this matter is this empty 

slab of marble that only has that tiny marker on it.  Al Wallace's wife, 

Frances has been dead more than 6-months and he says she deserves 

more.  "Al Wallace: Since she died I've been trying to get a plaque up 

there. And, they keep putting it off and putting it off.  "Al Wallace...

1:34

Community Concerns 12/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR SCHOOL INSTAGRAM Susan Bahorich, reporting:  At the heart of this matter is this empty 

slab of marble that only has that tiny marker on it.  Al Wallace's wife, 

Frances has been dead more than 6-months and he says she deserves 

more.  "Al Wallace: Since she died I've been trying to get a plaque up 

there. And, they keep putting it off and putting it off.  "Al Wallace...

1:32

Community Concerns 12/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR RUDDS TRAILER PARK And with New Year's right around the corner, work is underway for 

what may be Richmond's biggest New Year's Eve party in quite a 

while.The annual party that's been thrown in Carytown is moving to 

Brown's Island.Organizers of "New Years on the James" are expecting 

10-thousand people Wednesday night.There will be two stages 

featuring live acts and ne...

0:40



Community Concerns 12/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR PBURG JOBS And just in tonight -- the Bottoms family in Brandermill has let us know 

it plans to turn off its famous holiday lights display - earlier than 

expected.Their home on Long Hill Road won USA Today’s Best Private 

Holiday Lights Display this week.That has generated a bunch of 

excitement and a lot of traffic. Tonight, Hunter Bottoms says the 

display wil...

0:34

Community Concerns 12/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR MORRISSEY RESIGNATION Time is running out if you want to see the best holiday home in the 

country.   We've learned the Bottoms family in Brandermill will shut 

down its now famous lights display... tonight at 11 o'clock.   The home 

on Long Hill Road won USA Today’s Best Private Holiday Lights Display.   

This has generated a bunch of excitement and lots of traffic.   Hunt...

0:31

Community Concerns 12/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR MEDICAID FRAUD New Year's Eve is just a few days away.And, right now, work is 

underway for what may be Richmond's biggest New Year's Eve party in 

years.  In the past, the annual party has been thrown in Carytown.  

This year it's moving to Brown's Island.  Organizers of "New Years on 

the James" are expecting 10-thousand people Wednesday night.  There 

will be two s...

0:31

Community Concerns 12/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR MATTHEW LOCATIONS Time is running out if you want to see the best holiday home in the 

country.   We've learned the Bottoms family in Brandermill will shut 

down its now famous lights display...tonight at 11 o'clock.   The home 

on Long Hill Road won USA Today’s Best Private Holiday Lights Display.   

This has generated a bunch of excitement and lots of traffic.   Hunte...

0:31

Community Concerns 12/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR HOLIDAY HOMES PREVIEW New Year's Eve is just a few days away.And, right now, work is 

underway for what may be Richmond's biggest New Year's Eve party in 

years.  In the past, the annual party has been thrown in Carytown.  

This year it's moving to Brown's Island.  Organizers of "New Years on 

the James" are expecting 10-thousand people Wednesday night.  There 

will be two s...

0:30

Community Concerns 12/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR HENRICO WAREHOUSE The Spotsylvania Sheriff's Office may be making history, tonight --- 

hosting an event, it calls, the first of its kind.    It's a unity ceremony - 

a signing of a pledge between deputies, community and church leaders.    

Together, they wrote a pledge to reaffirm the deputies' public service 

commitment, all to benefit the people they serve....

0:19

Community Concerns 12/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR HENRICO HOUSE FIRE This is the culmination of significant public feedback from a November 

town hall meeting.    The effort is meant to show deputies are part of 

the community and members of the county can have a role in law 

enforcement....

0:27

Community Concerns 12/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR HENRICO HOUSE BREAKIN New Year's Eve is just a few days away.And, right now, work is 

underway for what may be Richmond's biggest New Year's Eve party in 

years.  In the past, the annual party has been thrown in Carytown.  

Then it moved to Scotts Addition, and this year it's moving to Brown's 

Island.  Organizers of "New Years on the James" are expecting 10-

thousand people...

0:23

Community Concerns 12/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR HENRICO ALLEGED ABUSE FOLO The judge said the complaint and facts of the case didn't meet the 

requirements for a permanent protective order. This all dates back to 

the December 8th school board meeting.In court, community activist 

Charles Willis claimed school board member, Kimberly Gray confronted 

and threatened him out of nowhere. School board member Mamie 

Taylor said less...

0:32

Community Concerns 12/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR GRAHAM SEARCH mamie taylor: i think that anyone who has found themselves to be the 

victim of anything should never let anyone muzzle their voice, they 

should always feel that there is an open medium for them to express 

exactly for what they had to endure. kim gray- i'm just happy this is 

over and i'm willing to move forward and work more cordial with my 

colleagu...

0:18



Community Concerns 12/29/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR GAY BILLBOARD MAN SPEAKS I've confirmed Hanover sheriff's deputies are trying to find a man, who 

asked a young girl if she needed a ride.     They say a 10 year old girl 

was walking near her home on Kings Charter Drive and Henderson Hall 

Road, when a man pulled up in a van and asked the question.     The 

girl ran home and told her parents.     They called police, who are n...

0:27

Community Concerns 12/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR GARAGE REPAIR FOLLOW Now onto Hanover where parents are on edge--     Sheriff's deputies 

are trying to find a man, who asked a young girl if she needed a ride.     

They say a 10 year old girl was walking near her home on Kings 

Charter Drive and Henderson Hall Road, when a man pulled up in a van 

and asked the question.     The girl ran home and told her parents.     

The...

0:28

Community Concerns 12/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR FORT LEE THANKSGIVING Hanover  Sheriff's deputies are trying to find a man, who asked a young 

girl if she needed a ride.     They say a 10 year old girl was walking 

near her home on Kings Charter Drive and Henderson Hall Road, when 

a man pulled up in a van and asked the question.     The girl ran home 

and told her parents.     They called police, who are now looking for...

0:28

Community Concerns 12/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR FOREST HILL HIT RUN Each new year, as the first child is delivered, we deliver the news to 

you...But the big reveal will now need to be kept under wraps... 

(Francine Barr, Bon Secours chief operating officer)"We want to make 

sure we protect the privacy and the security of our patients and our 

infants."The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children has 

recommen...

1:22

Community Concerns 12/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR FAKE TEXTS 3-P-M DECEMBER 24TH... CHRISTMAS EVE... POLICE CORNER A 

ROBBERY SUSPECT OFF NAYLOR ROAD IN SOUTHEAST...THEY SAY HE 

HAD A GUN... THAT HE SHOT AT POLICE... THAT THEY RETURNED 

FIRE... AND THE SUSPECT WAS SHOT AND KILLED.2-A-M DECEMBER 

25TH... TWO DETECTIVES COMES TO KAREN ROBINSON'S HOME... THE 

DETECTIVES ASK TO SEE A PICTURE OF HER SON - RAYMOND ROBI...

1:40

Community Concerns 12/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR FAKE GRANT OFFERS Each new year, as the first child is delivered, we deliver the news to 

you...But the big reveal will now need to be kept under wraps... 

(Francine Barr, Bon Secours chief operating officer)"We want to make 

sure we protect the privacy and the security of our patients and our 

infants."The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children has 

recommen...

1:24

Community Concerns 12/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR FAIRFAX CARJACKING ARREST Each new year, as the first child is delivered, we deliver the news to 

you...But the big reveal will now need to be kept under wraps... 

(Francine Barr, Bon Secours chief operating officer)"We want to make 

sure we protect the privacy and the security of our patients and our 

infants."The National Center for Missing and Exploited Children has 

recommen...

1:24

Community Concerns 12/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR EXXON ROBBERY Up at six, we just interviewed the missing man's girlfriend, one of the 

last people to see him.    If you know anything that can help bring 

Kearney home, you're urged to call detectives at 501-5 thousand....

0:19

Community Concerns 12/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR DULLES SCREENINGS Well it's a mystery unfolding in Henrico, after a man vanishes just 

before Christmas Eve.    You're looking at Marvin Edward Kearney...    

He has no known health issues, is 60 years old, and lives close to Old 

Osborne Turnpike in Henrico's East End.    We first told you about his 

disappearance last night at 11...    We've since learned he didn't ca...

0:26



Community Concerns 12/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR DODD RELEASE "We have extra officers how duty where we put them where we position 

there pretty sophisticated analysis that we do so we're ready."     

Chesterfield and Henrico law enforcement will also be closely watching 

tonight.     It's not easy to catch, so if you hear any gun shots tonight, 

call police immediately....

0:17

Community Concerns 12/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR DAY CARE FOLLOW What goes up, must come down-- and that includes bullets.     That's 

why police are urging everyone *not* to fire off celebratory gunshots at 

midnight this new year's eve.    You could hurt someone, and now, 

under a new law, face a class 6 felony.    Just a year and a half ago, 7 

year old Brendan Mackey was killed by a stray bullet in Brandermill....

0:24

Community Concerns 12/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR CREDIT PROTECTION (brent solomon - chesterfield) IN 852 "I am holding in my hand a 

manual for drones. They tell you the basics of how to fly them but 

experts say there's much more you need to know."(quick nats - cover 

next bite with video of drone) (Scott Strimple - AeroDrone Aviation 

Academy) 4856 "Takeoffs are optional. Landings are not."    That's why 

commercial...

0:50

Community Concerns 12/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR CONTRACTOR WARNINGS What goes up, must come down-- and that includes bullets.     That's 

why police are urging everyone *not* to fire off celebratory gunshots at 

midnight this new year's eve.    You could hurt someone, and now, 

under a new law, face a class 6 felony.    Just a year and a half ago, 7 

year old Brendan Mackey was killed by a stray bullet in Brandermill....

0:24

Community Concerns 12/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PR CLINIC REGULATIONS "We have extra officers how duty where we put them where we position 

there pretty sophisticated analysis that we do so we're ready."     

Chesterfield and Henrico law enforcement will also be closely watching 

tonight.     It's not easy to catch, so if you hear any gun shots tonight, 

call police immediately....

0:16

Community Concerns 1/1/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PR CHRISTMAS HELP #VALUE! 0:00

Community Concerns 1/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PR CHILD DEATH We're also following a story out of Richmond -- where city council is 

endorsing a change for anyone charged with grand larceny.  Currently, 

anyone who steals property worth more than $200 can be charged with 

grand larceny.   That's a felony punishable by up to 20 years in prison.  

The Virginia State Crime Commission says the threshold is among the...

0:36

Community Concerns 1/2/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PR CHARLES CITY LATEST It's a lucky start to the New Year for three people in Virginia.    They 

each won a million dollars in the Virginia Lottery's New Year's 

Millionaire Raffle.    And one of those winning tickets was sold in 

Petersburg.    Many are wondering who the lucky winner is... and on 

Monday at 10 a-m, the Virginia Lottery will present the one million 

dollar ch...

0:26

Community Concerns 1/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PR CFIELD GRAHAM SEARCH Richmond city council is endorsing a change for anyone charged with 

grand larceny.   Currently, anyone who steals property worth more 

than 200 dollars can be charged with grand larceny.   That's a felony 

punishable by up to 20 years in prison.  The Virginia State Crime 

Commission says the threshold is among the lowest in the country.   

The General...

0:26

Community Concerns 1/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PR BYRD FUNDRAISER Colonial Heights has a new Mayor.   The News Pilot reports Gregory Ko-

chuba replaces former mayor Scott davis.   Davis resigned last month 

to become the interim Director of Planning and Community 

Development.   Diane Yates has been re-appointed as vice mayor....

0:14



Community Concerns 1/3/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PR BUS INCIDENT The end of an era is coming to an end tomorrow...     A popular 

Richmond Bar and Grill -- Buddy's is relocating.    It's been a staple in 

"the fan" for more than three decades    and after tomorrow -- they'll 

be moving to former "Viceroy" space on North Sheppard street. .     The 

grand opening at the new location is scheduled for January 15-th ....

0:17

Community Concerns 1/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PR ALS BATHROOM UPDATE and  THIS MORNING IS YOUR LAST CHANCE TO ENJOY BRUNCH AT 

BUDDY'S ON ROBINSON STREET.DON'T WORRY.the popular Richmond 

bar and grill is just relocating.     The restaurant is moving to the 

former "Viceroy" space on North Sheppard Street.     We're told the 

move comes after the RESTAURANT'S LEASE WAS NOT RENEWED.      

The grand opening at the new loca...

0:22

Community Concerns 1/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PR ALS BATHROOM The proposed cameras would cover both the downtown mall and each 

side street in the area.     The Charlottesville City Council will hear a 

proposal at its meeting, tomorrow....

0:21

Community Concerns 1/4/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM WHITE OAK FATAL New at 11 ---      Charlottesville Police are set to propose new security 

cameras for the popular downtown mall area.      The plan comes after 

cameras *inside* businesses helped lead to an arrest in the abduction 

of University of Virginia student, Hannah Graham.     City councilors 

rejected a similar plan in 2007.     At the time, they believed th...

0:25

Community Concerns 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM VOTER ID Happening today....Charlottesville Police will propose new security 

cameras -- for the popular downtown mall area.      The plan comes 

after cameras *inside* businesses lead to an arrest -- in the abduction 

of University of Virginia student, Hannah Graham.     City councilors 

rejected a similar plan back in 2007.     At the time, they believed the...

0:27

Community Concerns 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM VCU MEDICAL CENTER The proposed cameras would cover both the downtown mall and each 

side street in the area.     Tonight, the Charlottesville City Council will 

hear a proposal about the cameras....

0:22

Community Concerns 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM UVA LATEST Happening today....Charlottesville Police will propose new security 

cameras -- for the popular downtown mall area.      The plan comes 

after cameras *inside* businesses lead to an arrest -- in the abduction 

of University of Virginia student, Hannah Graham.     City councilors 

rejected a similar plan back in 2007.     At the time, they believed the...

0:26

Community Concerns 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM TOO MANY GIFTS The proposed cameras would cover both the downtown mall and each 

side street in the area.     Tonight, the Charlottesville City Council will 

hear a proposal about the cameras....

0:22

Community Concerns 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM TEEN KILLED A Chesterfield McDonalds is closed- likely for weeks, after a fire rips 

through the restaurant.Take a look at this video from early this 

morning...Fire officials say this blaze could have been very dangerous- 

but *youtube* helped them know just what to do. Sarah Bloom 

explains tonight, with new information from the scene....

0:20

Community Concerns 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM TEACHER ARREST One Richmond business is speaking out about actually suspending its 

mental health services!   The Executive West Main Center says it was 

*forced* to shut down!It blames a city government error.   Brent 

Solomon is investigating that claim....

0:14



Community Concerns 1/5/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM STUDENT STABBED This dash cam video was rolling, but so was Nathan Cox as State 

Trooper Melanie McKenney approached his car. "I'm asking you to step 

out of the car. You have something in there.  "No mam. You are not 

taking my phone."  "She opened up the door. She was very aggressive 

with me, and I don't think that is kosher in a normal traffic stop."Cox 

said as mu...

1:32

Community Concerns 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM SCOTUS GAY MARRIAGE "Family members inside of this home are lucky that the smoke detector 

inside of their house was working properly, fire officials say that, that 

smoke detector save their lives."   You are looking at what is left of the 

McKinnon's East Henrico home after a fire broke out early Tuesday in a 

2nd floor bedroom. Edward McKinnon, his father, mother and t...

1:31

Community Concerns 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM RICHMOND VIOLENCE Developing Now ---      UVA plans to reinstate all Greek organizations, 

pending a new agreement which must be signed by next Friday.      

That updated agreement spells out new safety guidelines for those 

campus groups.     UVA's president previously banned fraternities and 

sororities in response to allegations of sexual abuse, raised by a Rolling 

S...

0:25

Community Concerns 1/6/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM OTHER REACTION "There's now promise, for Promise, the white swan sitting right next to 

me. The Richmond Wildlife Center has ten days to find a captive home 

for this bird, or it will have to be put down."        Promise has minor 

injuries to its webbed feet...        Melissa Stanley is treating the swan 

at the Richmond Wildlife Center... which she runs and funds h...

1:49

Community Concerns 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM OFFICER SHOT SCENE "There's now promise, for Promise, the white swan sitting right next to 

me. The Richmond Wildlife Center has ten days to find a captive home 

for this bird, or it will have to be put down."        Promise has minor 

injuries to its webbed feet...        Melissa Stanley is treating the swan 

at the Richmond Wildlife Center... which she runs and funds h...

1:49

Community Concerns 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM MORRISSEY LATEST "There's now promise, for Promise, the white swan sitting right next to 

me. The Richmond Wildlife Center has ten days to find a captive home 

for this bird, or it will have to be put down."        Promise has minor 

injuries to its webbed feet...        Melissa Stanley is treating the swan 

at the Richmond Wildlife Center... which she runs and funds h...

1:40

Community Concerns 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM MORRISSEY FOLO Developing Now--     It's a story we first broke on 12 News today--     

now  we're waiting to hear the name of the person killed in a Powhatan 

House fire.     Crews responding about 24 hours ago to a home in the 

13-hundred block of Stavemill Road.     Firefighters found flames 

shooting through the roof --about 50% of the house was burning.      

Aut...

0:28

Community Concerns 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM MISSING TEEN One parent called our newsroom tonight, worried about  heat in 

Richmond City Schools...     That parent is concerned about children 

attending Oak Grove - Bellemeade, Elementary.      We reached out to 

officials and were told the issue is isolated the school's gym. A school 

spokesperson says the facilities services team is quote "actively 

working on...

0:24

Community Concerns 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM MATTHEW INDICTMENT new information about the Richmond Police officer fighting for his life 

after being shot Friday. Officer William Turner has been in the hospital 

since a shootout with a suspect...It's tough on him and his family... but 

as laura geller tells us, you can help them make it through this 

ordeal....

0:17



Community Concerns 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM MANCHESTER REACTION A piece of Petersburg's history is now set to come crumbling down...     

We're talking about the long-unoccupied, Rialto Theater...     on 

Monday  city officials closed part of South Avenue to inspect the 

property.     We've now confirmed the theater was deemed in quote  ---

"imminent danger."     Tomorrow, prep work begins for the demolition, 

which...

0:23

Community Concerns 1/7/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM HOPEWELL SHOOTING Gay marriage in Virginia has some downright fearful... "Every pastor 

should fear for his job."Yes...Don Blake president of the Virginia 

Christian alliance...is supporting a new conscience clause that basically 

says a person would not be required to "participate in any action"  that  

“violate their religious or moral convictions." "Every Christian p...

1:35

Community Concerns 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM HEALTHCARE DEADLINE Gay marriage in Virginia has some downright fearful... "Every pastor 

should fear for his job."Yes...Don Blake president of the Virginia 

Christian alliance...is supporting a new conscience clause that basically 

says a person would not be required to "participate in any action"  that  

“violate their religious or moral convictions." "Every Christian p...

1:37

Community Concerns 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM HANNAH GRAHAM LATEST Gay marriage in Virginia has some downright fearful... "Every pastor 

should fear for his job."Yes...Don Blake president of the Virginia 

Christian alliance...is supporting a new conscience clause that basically 

says a person would not be required to "participate in any action"  that  

“violate their religious or moral convictions." "Every Christian p...

1:37

Community Concerns 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM GAS STATION MURDER Fort Lee is calling on the community to speak out about possible job 

cuts that may be coming for thousands of soilders.     A community 

forum will take place tonight to discuss this topic.     Right now the 

Army is considering eliminating 70 thousand troops nationwide, 

beginning next year.     That's on top of 80 thousand soldiers who lost 

their jo...

0:25

Community Concerns 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM GAS PRICES Happening today  -- the man accused in the abduction of Hannah 

Graham will be in a Fairfax County courtroom.      His lawyers are 

asking a judge to ban cameras from the courtroom when he goes TO 

trial on attempted capital murder charges--     He's accused of sexual 

assaulting a woman back in 2005.     Matthew also has another hearing 

tomorrow--his...

0:24

Community Concerns 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM FLU DEATHS Now at noon -- The website for Rappahannock Restaurants appears to 

have been hacked earlier today.     Replacing the page is a video posted 

to youtube... and a message stating the website was hacked by "fitrixx"    

here take a look...    The video opens with the headline- quote - "The 

Meaning of Life: Official Muslim Spoken Word," and continues for...

0:27

Community Concerns 1/8/2015 FOXHOUR1 6PM ETHICS REFORM We're learning more details Richmond Police Chief Ray Tarasovic will 

announce he will be stepping down by the end of next month.  While 

speculation is swirling, according to sources, Mayor Dwight Jones will 

*not* name a new or interim chief at the press conference tomorrow.   

He is, however, expected to explain the selection process for choosing 

th...

0:24

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PM DSS BENEFITS Why would somebody buy caffeinated underwear???Apparently, 

because the people who made it promised it would help you lose 

fat.Well, here's a shocker--the governent says it doesn't work.However, 

people who fell for the promise will be able to get their money 

back.Norm Thompson Outfitters and "Wacoal America" made the 

caffeine-infused underwear.They...

0:35



Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PM DOORSTEP PACKAGES Microsoft is playing a numbers game with its Windows operating 

system...With "Windows 8" proving to be not-very-popular with users... 

it announced a replacement today..  except that replacement will be 

"Windows 10".It says it's skipping Nine to emphasize the advances it's 

making toward a world centered around mobile devices.However, that's 

exactly...

0:44

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

9/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PM DEBATE PREVIEW Just over a decade after e-bay bought paypal... the companies are 

breaking up.eBay says it'll spil-off PayPal next year..It paid more than a 

billion dollars for the online and mobile payment service back in 

2002..Since then,PayPal has taken off, and  IS ON TRACK TO PROCESS 

ONE BILLION MOBILE PAYMENTS THIS YEAR alone.....

0:21

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PM CVILLE LATEST Shopping online is a sign of the times -- but just because a site looks 

legit -- doesn't mean it is. Before you pay, make sure you do your 

research on the company. The BBB is warning about this site called 

BestDealzPrice.com. It's has an "F" rating. Consumers claim they're 

paying for the discounted items -- but never receive them. Tom 

Gallagher, wi...

1:37

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PM COURTHOUSE LIVE ( TYPING SOUND -- PHONE NUMBER REVEALED)   801-899-9303  That 

number reported to 12 On Your Side reveals a list of testimonials in a 

google search from people who answered a call supposedly from a 

government agency or an official sounding company rep who says their 

application for free grant money for their education was approved and 

all we need is...

1:25

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PM CLARION MURDER TWO MORE RECALLS TODAY FOR GENERAL MOTORS.     THIS PUSHES 

ITS NUMBER OF RECALLS THIS YEAR ALONE TO 71...IMPACTING 

NEARLY 30 MILLION VEHICLES IN NORTH AMERICA.    THE LATEST 

RECALLS IMPACT MORE THAN 290 THOUSAND CADILLAC, S-R-X,  AND 

SAAB, 9-4-X SUV'S.    SOME REAR SUSPENSION NUTS, MAY NOT HAVE 

BEEN TIGHTENED PROPERLY.   THE PROBLEM HAS CAUSED THRE...

0:26

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PM CFIELD PARK ATTACKS We don't need to tell you that paying for college isn't easy... but it 

doesn't mean you have to go into debt, up to your ears, to do it!If you 

are in college--or soon will be -- mark these dates on your 

calendar!Saturday, October 11-th and Sunday, October 12-th...These 

are the days that "Scholarship Sharing" will be holding a scholarShip 

fair, at V...

0:44

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/5/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PM BOSHER WWBT For more safety tips be sure to visit our web-site, NBC 12 dot com and 

click under "On Your Side Alerts."      And remember, if you've got 

something you'd like for us to investigate, our team is standing by at 

the ready.      To reach Gray, Diane, Rachel, or Heather --- just e-mail 

"investigators at nbc 12 dot com."...

0:16

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/6/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PM BOSHER REMEMBERED This morning a historic estate in Prince George County is preparing to 

be sold at auction.  It sits on 98 acres along the James River -- 

between Richmond and Williamsburg.   The property is part of 

Flowerdew Hundred....the original farm that King James gave as a land 

grant to Virginia Governor -- Sir George Yeardley back in 16-19.   The 

auction is...

0:24

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/6/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF WOODLAKE A historic estate in Prince George County will be sold at auction.  The 

estate sits on 98 acres along the James River between Richmond and 

Williamsburg.   The property is part of Flowerdew Hundred -- which is 

the original farm that King James gave as a land grant to Virginia 

Governor Sir George Yeardley in 1619.   The auction is set for Oct. 

24....

0:22



Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/6/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF WEST END ACTIVITY This morning a historic estate in Prince George County is preparing to 

be sold at auction.  It sits on 98 acres along the James River -- 

between Richmond and Williamsburg.   The property is part of 

Flowerdew Hundred....the original farm that King James gave as a land 

grant to Virginia Governor -- Sir George Yeardley back in 16-19.   The 

auction is...

0:24

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/6/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF WEST END ACTIVITY General Motors is out with even more recalls- this time affecting nearly 

60-thousand vehicles.The biggest among them involves 2-thousand-8 

and 2-thousand-9 Pontiac G8's, and 20-11 through 20-13 model, 

Chevrolet Caprice, police, vehicles.G-M says the ignition switch key 

may shift, from the "run" position, when touched by the driver's 

knee.The automa...

0:28

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/6/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF WASHINGTON CHARGES Meanwhile- federal investigators are looking into possible power 

steering problems in some Ford cars.the probe covers ford fusion and 

lincoln, m-k-z, cars from 2010-2012...as well as the 2011, mercury 

milan.    investigators report more than 5-hundred complaints about 

the vehicles loosing, power steering, during operation....

0:22

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/6/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF UVA MEETING Walmart  is moving into the healthcare business.     It just launched a 

website to help people navigate healthcare plans.       "Healthcare 

begins here" is a section on WalMart's website that you can use to get 

more information on insurance and find answers to frequently asked 

questions.    You can also use the site to compare insurance coverage 

op...

0:24

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF UVA MEETING Legalizing same sex marriages in the Commonwealth means 2 year old 

Logan and Knox --can have both their moms on their birth 

certificates.since I carried them and I birthed them , I am the only 

parent listed on their birth certificate.Marti's wife -- Farah-- will now be 

able to legally adopt the boys.Their story is one of many across the 

state where...

0:52

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF UVA LATEST SMALL BUSINESS OWNER STEVE WINDERS NOW KNOWS HE WAS A 

PAWN IN A SCHEME BY PROFESSIONAL CON MEN. HERE'S HOW IT 

STARTED:(Camille Hammonds, US Postal Inspector)2:10:47 The 

telemarketers cold called perspective clients and promised for a fee 

they would collect their business debts.WINDERS DECIDED TO HIRE 

THE COMPANY TO COLLECT AN OUTSTANDING $16-THOUSA...

1:35

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF TECH HARRINGTON Yesterday we showed you how Walmart was getting into the business 

of helping people find health insureance...Turns out, that includes some 

of its own employees... WalMart used to offer health insureance for 

employees who work fewer than 30 hours a week... but not anymore.It 

says it will help them find alternative insurance options.WalMart says 

the...

0:38

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF STONE BREWERY DISTRACTED DRIVING CRASHES KILLED 33 HUNDRED AND 28 PEOPLE 

ACROSS THE U.S. LAST YEAR, ACCORDING TO TRIPLE A. HANDS-FREE 

DEVICES WERE SUPPOSED TO HELP SOLVE THAT PROBLEM.BUT EVEN 

THOUGH IT LETS YOU KEEP YOUR HANDS ON THE WHEEL, THAT 

TECHNOLOGY MAY ACTUALLY BE MAKING THE DISTRACTIONS 

"*WORSE*:...

0:18

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF STONE BREWERY The historic decision by the Supreme Court is impacting more than just 

same-sex couples.    For many, it includes more rights and benefits, for 

their partner, and for their their families as well.     Not only are 

companies changing their policies...Governor McAuliffe even signed an 

executive order, directing state agencies to make sure they are in...

0:30



Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF RRHA LEGAL UPDATE And we want to remind you...  If you are a college student ... or you 

are raising one... be sure to check out the Scholarship Fair this 

weekend at VCU Student Commons.      It's for all students, not just 

VCU students, put on by a student organization that finds all kinds of 

scholarships.      It is Saturday from 6 to 9 ... and Sunday from 3 to 

6....

0:24

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF RANDY TAYLOR If you are a veteran searching for a job -- here's your chance! The 

Hiring Our Heroes Job Fair is tomorrow and dozens of employees will be 

actively looking to hire you.  Curtis McCloud sat down with a veteran 

today who after more than a decade in the military found a career at 

this job fair after months of searching....

0:20

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF POLICE PURSUIT AN INVESTIGATION IS NOW UNDERWAY IN RICHMOND, AFTER 

CONFIDENTIAL STUDENT INFORMATION WAS RELEASED BY A SCHOOL 

BOARD MEMBER.     TICHI PINKNEY EPPES ... ADMITS SHE DID IT... 

AND SAYS SHE TAKES FULL RESPONSIBILITY.     TONIGHT, ASHLEY 

MONFORT FINDS OUT,  WHAT POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES, EPPES 

COULD FACE....

0:19

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF OCULUS We'll be at tomorrow's announcement at the Executive Mansion and 

keep you posted....

0:04

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF NEIGHBORHOOD REACT New details on a story we broke earlier this evening ---     The brewery 

scene is expanding in Richmond, bringing with it hundreds of jobs.       

The governor is expected to make the official announcement tomorrow 

afternoon, but sources tonight confirm to NBC12 that "Stone Brewery" 

plans to open a brewery in the Greater Fulton neighborhood....Stone...

0:40

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF MORRISSEY PLEA The brewery scene is expanding in Richmond, bringing with it hundreds 

of jobs.      Happening today, the governor is expected to make the 

official announcement, but sources confirm to NBC-12 that "Stone 

Brewery" plans to open a brewery in the Greater Fulton 

neighborhood....Stone's first - east of the Mississippi.     We're told the 

company also pla...

0:37

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF MORRISSEY MORE DETAILS We will be sure to keep you posted on today's announcement at the 

Executive Mansion....

0:05

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF MORRISSEY The brewery scene is expanding in Richmond, bringing hundreds of jobs 

with it.      The governor is expected to make the official announcement 

today, but sources confirm that "Stone Brewery" plans to open a 

brewery in the Greater Fulton neighborhood.     We're told the company 

also plans to open a restaurant and retail space in a building formerly...

0:29

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF MCDONNELL SENTENCING We'll update you on the governor's announcement tonight on the Fox 

News at 10....

0:04

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF MATTHEW HEARING There is one positive side effect to Wall Street's dive...Energy prices 

dove right along with it!Now, while that's probably bad news for your 4-

0-1-k, it'll be good news for your wallet next time you have to full up 

the car!Oil prices fell to just over 90-dollars a barrel today .That used 

to be considered "high"... but not these days -- that's the...

0:37

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF MATTHEW HEARING Some people could be getting some unpleasant notices in the mail very 

soon...  Health insurance cancellation notices!The are plans that don't 

cover everything required by the Affordable Care Act. They were 

supposed to have been canceled already, since technically they're 

illegal under the new law.However, when people who wanted to keep 

those plans...

0:38



Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF MARTIN TRIAL If you need a new appliance for your home- this is the weekend to 

shop.Virginia sales-tax holiday on energy-efficient products, is 

underway.From now until Monday- you won't have to pay sales tax on 

energy-efficient heat pumps, dishwashers, washing machines, 

insulation, toilets and other products.But they must be 25-hundred 

dollars or less, and cert...

0:27

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/12/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF MARCH PREVIEW If you've ever use the prepaid MoneyPak card -- then you know, it's 

just like using cash. The problem -- crooks know it too. The FBI put out 

this alert -- warning consumers about fake sites claiming to offer help -- 

if you have a problem with the card. The agency says most victims end 

up on bogus sites after doing an internet search for the company...

1:19

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/13/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF HUGUENOT RIBBON CUTTING Every week, more and more calls are being recalled...  If you're the 

original owner, you'll probably get notices about them in the mail.But if 

you bought your car *used*... you may not get the word!The bad news, 

that means your car could have some hidden problems.The good news -

- you should be able to have them fixed for free!Gray Hall has more 

in...

0:23

Consumer & Economy & 

Employment

10/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF HIV SUSPECT Judy Tilley and others believe V-DOT is diminishing the impact the 

closed bridge is having on their lives.(Judy Tilley/Wants construction to 

start now)1:28:24"I was worried we were being pushed under the rug 

a bit."    People on either side are upset with the crumbled two lane 

Parsons Road bridge over Locust Creek sitting in disrepair for six 

month...

1:29
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10/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF HERMITAGE GUN WATCHING MOVIES AND TV SHOWS ON NETFLIX, ULTRA, HIGH-

DEFINTION ... IS GOING TO COST YOU MORE.    THE VIDEO 

STREAMING SERVICE SAYS, ITS 4K CONTENT WILL BE PART OF ITS 

MOST EXPENSIVE PLAN, WHICH COST $11.99 a  MONTH.    ULTRA HD 

WAS PREVIOUSLY AVAILABLE ON THE COMPANY'S ...  $8.99 PLAN.    

NETFLIX CURRENTLY OFFERS A HANDFUL OF TV SHOWS, MOVIES AND 

DO...

0:23
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10/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF GRAHAM SEARCH (Heather Sullivan/Richmond)The National was just purchased by AEG 

Live, which is a major entertainment company and it's expected to 

bring big things to this theater.  And now we're just a few weeks away 

from renovations being completed at the Altria Theater. Workers are 

putting the finishing touches on 60 million dollars worth of renovations 

to the...

1:45
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10/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF DOWNTON ABBEY RVA PREMIERE (gov. terry mcauliffe - virginia) 4031 "Making this budget reduction has 

been the most difficult part of my job so far."   Governor Terry 

McAuliffe delivering the tough blow that will leave 565 state workers 

looking for work.    90 percent of them coming from the Department of 

Corrections!(sara redding wilson - VA Human resources) 211 "It's very 

tr...

1:31
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10/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF DEADLY 295 CRASH #VALUE! 0:00
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10/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF DAYCARE FIRE UPDATE Racing commissioners say they're going to promote other types of 

horse racing throughout the state, not involving a track... like 

Steeplechasing, or jump racing....

0:09
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10/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF CFIELD TASING Almost 200 more jobs are on the line -- the result of a bombshell 

announcement today that Colonial Downs plans to close November first.  

This morning, its owner abruptly turned in, his license...effectively 

closing down the state's -- only horse-racing track of its kind. This is 

the culmination of a fiery disagreement with state regulators...   Kel...

0:28
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10/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF CEMETERY MARKER The downtown Richmond theater scene is about to have an encore.     

Big changes are coming to two local performance venues ... that are 

expected to result in more ticket sales and boost the downtown 

economy.      Heather Sullivan has our story:...

0:15
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10/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF BREAKING NEWS (Heather Sullivan/Richmond)The National was just purchased by AEG 

Live, which is a major entertainment company and it's expected to 

bring big things to this theater.  And now we're just a few weeks away 

from renovations being completed at the Altria Theater. Workers are 

putting the finishing touches on 60 million dollars worth of renovations 

to the...
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10/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF ASSAULT UPDATE PATTI SAYS SHE AND PAUL WENT ON SEVERAL DATES AFTER MEETING 

ON MATCH DOT COM… AND HAD MANY CONVERSATIONS IN PERSON 

AND ONLINE.THEN, HE TOLD HER HE WAS LEAVING ON A TRIP AND 

ASKED FOR A FAVOR.(Patti Schmidt, Fraud Victim)6:18:30 I have some 

packages coming… I don't trust leaving them at my place… can I send 

them to your place?.PATTI SAID FINE. THEN,...

1:14
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10/17/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF ARMSTRONG FIGHT It's the julienne tool that peels slices grates shaves shreds and 

garnishes. There are two in this pack. We start with the peeler. The 

paring is effortless. Onto try the shredder on potatos, difficult at first, 

but easy to adjust to. The side tools cut thick strands for things like 

french fries. The titan peeled and shredded everything with ease. S...

1:34
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10/21/2014 FOXHOUR1 6PF ANGEL SHORT PUMP If you get your prescriptions at pharmacies that still sell tabacco, you 

soon might have more expensive co-pays.   We're talking specifically 

for those with caremark, which is the drug benefits manager of 

cvs.Starting next year, caremark may charge up to 15 dollars in 

additional co-pays for customers who fill presecriptions outside its new 

tobacco-...

0:44
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10/21/2014 FOXHOUR1 6F RRHA update Harold Simmons is one of millions waiting to get their car fixed.  Harold 

got his September recall notice for his 2005 Chevy Impala instructing 

him to schedule the work with any GM dealer starting in October. He 

says he's called two and both said they don't have the part.     The 

Colonial Heights man says just thinking about what happens if the 

par...

1:43
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10/22/2014 FOXHOUR1 6F POWHATAN ARREST Here's a look at that job offer claiming to be from Walmart.It goes into 

a lot of details -- so we broke it down for you.Don't be fooled by 

phrases like "Quality Control Program" or "Consumer Service Evaluator. 

"These are just fancy ways of saying -- Mystery shopper -- and none of 

its true. The note also says you should keep the offer " confidentia...

1:39
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10/23/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY WA SCHOOL SHOOTING Independence for as long as she can, however she can is all Lisa Davis 

wants.When her wheelchair bumps against the too small door frame 

and stops, Lisa stands on wobbly legs and does calisthenics every time 

she needs to use the bathroom. 42:21:16  (lisa davis/called 12 for 

help)i look like a sloth going from tree limb to tree limb. (sighs 

smiles)...
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10/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY UVA SUPPORT LETTER This Week --- Colonial Downs plans to shut its gates for good --- in a 

move costing nearly 200 people their jobs.     The owner of the track 

turned in his license... and walked out during a Virginia Racing 

Commission meeting.     No one could decide which horsemen's group 

the state would approve to organize the track's races and scheduling.     

New...

0:25
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10/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY STONE BREWERY WHATS NEXT This morning, we continue to track the latest with Colonial Downs.  

There are plans to shut the gates for good this week. That move will 

put nearly 200 people out of a job.      The owner of the track turned in 

his license... and walked out during a Virginia Racing Commission 

meeting.     No one could decide which horsemen's group the state 

would a...

0:29
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10/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY SOUTH RVA DOUBLE SHOOTING PKG:James: Halloween itself is growing in popularity, and I think it's a 

6 billion dollar industryAND THAT KEEPS THE CUSTOMERS COMING 

THROUGH THE FRONT DOOR AT COSTUME STORES.. James: This is a 

double header coming up because Halloween happens on a Friday, so 

their parties are on Friday and SaturdayYOU CAN FIND JUST ABOUT 

ANYTHING IN THIS STORE---B...

1:38
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10/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY SMALL BUSINESS SATURDAY (Di's  celll phonetext)    The scam text fraudulently uses the company 

name Suntrust.It gives a number to call and right now, call back scams 

are profitable.A person dials what's equivalent to a toll number.  The 

system may ask you to hold on and while waiting you're racking up 

charges to you, some as high as $19 dollars per minute.     A return 

ca...

1:10
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10/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY SMALL BUSINESS SATURDAY Susan Bahorich, reporting: The governor says this is a good fit, one 

company wanted out, while another wanted in.   But, in the end, he 

says the real winner is the people of the Commonwealth.  "4:10-

27Governor Terry McAuliffe: Uni-Tao Phamaceuticals has purchased the 

the Boehringer Ingelheim plant here in the city of Petersburg and will 

invest 22.5...

1:36
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10/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY SHOOTING IN RVA With new smartphones... you don't need a password or a PIN -- your 

"fingerprint" is what unlocks your personal information.It's supposed to 

make them more secure...But it may actually do the opposite, if police 

ever want to search it!This issue came up in a Virginia Beach case 

where David Baust was charged with trying to strangle his 

girlfriend.Pro...
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10/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY RPD OFFICER SHOT When young kids get ahold of Sharpies...one thing is inevitable. Those 

thick solid lines will end up somewhere other than the paper...like your 

wooden table. This life hack claims white toothpaste will get rid of it. 

Dab a little on a dry cloth and rub it in a circle. It takes some elbow 

grease but in 45 seconds the Sharpie is gone.Crayon on the wa...

1:43
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10/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY RICHMOND MARATHON If you think, nobody knows, what you're doing on your phone, web 

browser... think again!AARON MESSING/ PRIVACY LAWYERPrivacy 

Lawyer,  Aaron Messing is talking about your phone company!It keeps 

tabs on what you're doing, and then sells that information to 

advertisers.So, if you ever wondered why, a lot of the ads you see just 

*happen* to feature thi...
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10/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY RICHMOND FOLK FESTIVAL Great news at the gas pump.     The average price for a gallon of gas 

hit a new low today.    According to Triple-A, a gallon of regular gas, 

cost 3 dollars for the first time, in four years.    The price at the pump 

has fallen 33 cents this month, thanks to lower oil prices.     South 

Carolina and Tennessee have the lowest prices...Alaska and Hawa...
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10/31/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY RICHMOND DRONE LIGHTS More than a dozen distilleries around the state, don't want your liquor 

prices to go up!There are plans to raise prices at Virginia A-B-C stores, 

to help close the state's, sizeable, budget gap.Distilleries say prices are 

already too high... but the governor says, raising them will help avoid, 

cuts to schools and public safety....

0:21
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11/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY RIC DOMESTIC VIOLENCE WORKSHOP And we are still working to learn what caused this massive three-alarm 

fire at a South Richmond Recycling Center.   It took 12 fire crews more 

than three hours to get a handle on the flames at River City Recycling.  

The heat and fire were so powerful the roof and walls collapsed. Thick 

black smoke could be seen from across the city....

0:19
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11/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY RASH OF BREAK INS "This is the most embarrassing and humiliating thing that's ever 

happened to me in my entire life"So embarassing and so humilitating, 

this Virginia Beach woman doesn't want her name or face on TV.But 

she does want you to hear her story about how she lost 4-thousand 

dollars to a phone scam. "People who hear this story may wonder how 

or why did you l...
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11/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY NEW KENT PURSUIT ARREST the next time...you're at the pump....take a look at how much you're 

saving.These drivers are --- and it's adding up.Especially for Amanda 

Fulk-- who drives to Northern Virginia for work three times a week.it 

was costing me about 55 and now it's costing me 38 or 40 or so.A look 

at gas prices nationwide shows Richmond ranks top five in the 

nation.An...
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11/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY MURDER SUICIDE FAMILY SPEAKS Unless you walk or ride a bike everywehre you go... you've probably 

noticed, gas prices are way down.Around the country, they're below 

three dollars a gallon for the first time in years.But around here, they're 

a lot cheaper than that!Ashely Monfort has more tonight on why the 

Richmond area is one of the top five places in the country to buy gas....

0:21
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11/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY MISSING WOMAN VIGIL The government says Hyundai and Kia exaggerated the gas mileage on 

some of their cars... now they're paying the price!That price:  100 

million dollars!It's the largest civil penalty for a Clean Air Act violation 

in U.S. history!The E-P-A says Hyundai and Kia overstated the mileage 

on more than a dozen vehicles by about one or two miles a gallon......
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11/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY MIDLOTHIAN HOUSE FIRE the next time...you're at the pump....take a look at how much you're 

saving.These drivers are --- and it's adding up.Especially for Amanda 

Fulk-- who drives to Northern Virginia for work three times a week.it 

was costing me about 55 and now it's costing me 38 or 40 or so.A look 

at gas prices nationwide shows Richmond ranks top five in the 

nation.An...
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11/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY MBFYB CYBER MONDAY (Nashita Broadie/Will Attend Town Hall Meeting)35:00"I've been 

uninsured for quite some time which makes it extremely difficult to 

take care of your mental health as well as your physical health."   

Nashita says she almost gave up and most people would have had they 

experienced her level of frustration.  36:13:02"You go to seek help but 

you didn't...

1:25
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11/5/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY MARCH AGAINST POLICE VIOLENCE 85-year-old William Burnette feels safe in his Richmond home but a 

recent knock at the door rattled his nerves. Men showed up claiming to 

be with Vector, his alarm company -- he later found out -- none of it 

was true. The men at the door claimed they were there to upgrade his 

existing system.By time he realized he'd been fooled -- the con men 

had a...
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11/5/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY INVESTIGATING JESSE MATTHEW 6pm in - 1304 (brent solomon - richmond) "I have spent the day 

speaking with experts about a fiasco that's left a Colonial Heights man 

not only in debt but also in limbo about a situation that he says was no 

fault of his own."   We met Orlando Jones as he was heading into his 

doctor's office.(Orlando Jones - fighting with former landlord) 5312 

"I'm...

1:52
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11/6/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY HS FOOTBALL PLAYER DEATH 5:13:44  (tape measuring shot )(NATS -)"twenty nine by nine and 

three inches."     "Good Neighbor Community Services" agreed to take 

on the job. We discussed widening one bathroom doorway. They ended 

up walking Lisa and Scott Davis' home looking for more space to 

modify.(Matthew Marek/Good Neighbor Community Services)5:10:12"I 

have an Uncle who has...

1:20
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11/6/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY HS FOOTBALL PLAYER DEATH A Henrico family confronts Dominion Virginia Power.  They got a bill for 

their home that went up in flames -- but there was no electricity so, 

what are they paying for?That's the question, Ashley Monfort took to 

Dominion Power:...
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11/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY HANOVER DEADLY ACCIDENT The Postal Service now says, it's the victim of a cyber 

attack.Information about its employees, including Social Security 

numbers, may have been compromised. If you went to a local post 

office or used U-S-P-S dot com- you are probably o-k.But, if you used a 

call center- your phone numbers, email address and other information 

may be compromised.As f...
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11/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY HANNAH SEARCH REMAINS FOUND Lynn Wright says the worker pulled up in an R. L. Shifflett truck 

soliciting a job. She wasn't interested in tree cutting but wanted her 

garage fixed.  The siding was coming apart. The structure needed a lot 

of work.(Lynn Wright/Wants her money back)3:16:12"He said, Oh 

Maam. I can do that for you."   She hired a tree cutter soliciting work to 

do  a...
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11/13/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY HANNAH PARENTS PRIOR PLEA (pix of guys putting on door  or  other physical work)   The owner of 

R.L. Shifflett Tree and Landscaping clearly didn't want us here at the 

Wrights' home while his crew worked on their garage left unfinished but 

our Producer pressed him ...."WHAT HAPPENED WITH THIS JOB? WHY 

DID IT TAKE SO LONG TO GET IT COMPLETED?"     for answers we've 

been tryin...
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11/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY HANNAH PARENTS PRIOR PLEA A recent class action lawsuit settlement means anyone who bought Red 

Bull in the last 12 years is entitled to a ten dollar check or $15 worth of 

Red bull products. Savings expert Anjie Kay signed up 

immedaitely.11:06 There's more than you would think10:52 From cars, 

to medicines, to retail products, foods34:45 The type of notice that you 

get becaus...
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11/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY HANNAH GRAHAM MEMORIAL SERVICE That picture I.D. creates opportunities for a second chance for Willie 

Jones.Though in Maryland now, Willie wanted to show he got the 

important DMV photo ID card ... a process that began two months ago 

here in Virginia.     1:23:51  (Willie Jones/Ex-inmate Got I.D.) "I used 

to watch you on TV all the time and I knew that you were in a position 

to h...
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11/18/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY HANNAH COMMUNITY REACTION Just before the holidays, more than one-hundred people working at a 

Richmond based bio-tech company are now without a job!Word came 

down today at Health Diagnostic Laboratories..Ashley Monfort has more 

tonight, on why it's letting people go:...
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11/19/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY FOCUS ON FAITH Maybe you didn't have a smart phone when you were in school-- but 

finding a student without one today, would be bit of a challenge. AT&T 

says smart phones are the perfect place to offer a tool that could help 

decrease bullying. The company offers customers several Apps to 

combat the problem. Employees like Joel Williams say it's a sign of the 

times...

1:44
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11/19/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY FAKE ROBBERY Turning now to Chesterfield --- where we've confirmed Walmart's plans 

to build a new "Neighborhood Market."     Let's put up the map and 

show you where it would go: Right here in the Watermark Town Center 

off Ironbridge Road.     When the 42-thousand square foot store opens 

this summer, it could look like this similar location planned for 

Henrico....
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11/20/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY EASTERN HENRICO HOMICIDE (Britni McDonald, Reporter)(April Banks, lives in area)"The area's very 

nice. I've been here for three years and I like the way that they're 

building up."The redevelopment of the area off Midlothian turnpike 

been in the works since Cloverleaf mall closed there in 2008.(George 

Kennedy, lives in area)"It's much better."Businesses and restaurants 

have...
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11/20/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY DRIVER SHOT CRASHES INTO HOME With Black Friday right around the corner and the threat of security 

breaches ...Stewart Welch, with the Welch Group Wealth Management, 

says you need to take precautions if you plan on using plastic at 

checkout."Credit cards versus debit cards. i don't like debit cards."So, 

Welch advises not to swipe your debit card..not even as the credit 

option.H...
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11/21/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY DEVLIN BARNES With Black Friday right around the corner and the threat of security 

breaches ...Stewart Welch, with the Welch Group Wealth Management, 

says you need to take precautions if you plan on using plastic at 

checkout."Credit cards versus debit cards. i don't like debit cards."So, 

Welch advises not to swipe your debit card..not even as the credit 

option.H...
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11/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY CRAFT BEER AWARDS WHO WOULDN'T LIKE TO GET THIS LETTER IN THE MAIL…SAYING YOU 

HAVE WON TWO FREE AIRLINE TICKETS.(Pamela Durkee, US Postal 

Inspector)1:21:16 We caution consumers to really read the fine 

print.THE LETTER SAYS THE RECIPIENT MUST ATTEND A SEMINAR. 

POSTAL INSPECTORS REFER TO SOLICITATIONS LIKE THIS AS THE 

CLASSIC BAIT AND SWITCH.(Pamela Durkee, US Postal...

1:27
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11/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY CHESTEFIELD ROBBERY IGNORANCE MAY BE BLISS WHEN IT COMES TO ORDERING AN 

UNHEALTHY MEAL AT YOUR FAVORITE CHAIN RESTAURANT...       BUT, 

THANKS TO THE FOOD AND DRUG ADMINISTRATION, YOU'LL SOON 

KNOW EXACTLY HOW MANY CALORIES YOUR ORDER IS GOING TO SET 

YOU BACK.       SHANNON BREAM IS IN WASHINGTON WITH MORE....

0:17
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11/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY CFIELD TOWNE CENTER DRILL TC - 01:36:11     Sebastian is camping out for a new TV and a tablet.     

Many retailers, like Best Buy, are opening earlier than ever this year. 

Several, during the dinnertime hour --- on Thanksgiving Day....
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11/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY CFIELD DEADLY ACCIDENT The first Black Friday "camper" is starting his own line, outside a 

Chesterfield Best Buy -- waiting to cash in on the big discounts.     Meet 

Sebastian Valencia.....and he says he's very excited about his first 

ever, Black Friday.   With a few snacks, his energy drinks - an umbrella - 

and a blanket, he plans to be here  2 more days, so he's the fi...
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11/25/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY CFIELD APT FIRE It's message we hear often from Consumers Advocates, check your 

credit score -- and for good reason. It gives you an idea of what 

accounts are open in your name and it lets you keep track of any 

suspicious activity. It's good to be cautious about your credit history -- 

but don't drop your guard when it comes to cyber safety. Sites like the 

Federal...
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11/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY CFIELD ACCIDENT Right now....The first Black Friday "camper" is starting his own line, 

outside a Chesterfield Best Buy, waiting to cash in on big discounts.     

Sebastian Valencia.....says he's excited about his first ever, Black 

Friday.       With a few snacks, his energy drinks, an umbrella and a 

blanket, he plans to be there 2 more days, so he's the first in li...

0:23
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11/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY CAPT QUICK DEATH PENALTY OFF 

TABLE

TC - 01:36:11     Sebastian is camping out for a new TV and a tablet.     

Many retailers, like Best Buy, are opening earlier than ever this year. 

Several, during the dinnertime hour on Thanksgiving Day....
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11/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AY BUDDY'S LAST DAY Right now....The first Black Friday "camper" is starting his own line, 

outside a Chesterfield Best Buy, waiting to cash in on big discounts.     

Sebastian Valencia.....says he's excited about his first ever, Black 

Friday.       With a few snacks, his energy drinks, an umbrella and a 

blanket, he plans to be there 2 more days, so he's the first in li...
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11/26/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW STUDENT RECORDS MEETING TC - 01:36:11     Sebastian is camping out for a new TV and a tablet.     

Many retailers, like Best Buy, are opening earlier than ever this 

year...including several, during the dinnertime hour on Thanksgiving 

Day....
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11/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW RICHMOND HOME INVASION LATE Hey lady send me your wish list and I've got you covered! There are 

lots and lots of deals here and Lotsa lots of people that have lined up to 

get them. The computers and the TVs have both been extremely 

popular we seen people dragging the TVs by the boxes through the 

stores to get appear to the registers! Take a look this is the line to take 

one o...
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11/27/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW PEDESTRIAN STRUCK BY CAR Here it is again- that moment where the doors open- and the crowds 

pour in to shop. Sebastian here, had been waiting outside for 

days....just for this moment. 25:56 Sebastian Valencia, Shopper  - "Oh 

my God. So cold! So boring! But sometimes I like to be inside. Walk 

around and come back. It's been so cold, so rainy."He was after a TV 

and a tablet....
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11/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW PEDESTRIAN STRUCK BY CAR Here it is again- that moment where the doors open- and the crowds 

pour in to shop. Sebastian here, had been waiting outside for 

days....just for this moment. 25:56 Sebastian Valencia, Shopper  - "Oh 

my God. So cold! So boring! But sometimes I like to be inside. Walk 

around and come back. It's been so cold, so rainy."He was after a TV 

and a tablet....

1:22
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11/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW HENRICO OFFICER INVOLVED Here it is again- that moment where the doors open- and the crowds 

pour in to shop. Sebastian here, had been waiting outside for 

days....just for this moment. 25:56 Sebastian Valencia, Shopper  - "Oh 

my God. So cold! So boring! But sometimes I like to be inside. Walk 

around and come back. It's been so cold, so rainy."He was after a TV 

and a tablet....

1:22
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11/28/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW FRANKLIN HEROIN TEACHER $1.735 billion. That's how much was spent on Cyber Monday last year 

according to the savings expert Kyle James of rather be shopping dot 

com.  He recommends signing up for email and coupon alerts from your 

favorite stores and don't forget to check the retailer's Facebook and 

Twitter pages.24:33 Retailers are keeping their social media feeds 

updated...
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11/30/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW FRANKLIN HEROIN TEACHER $1.735 billion. That's how much was spent on Cyber Monday last year 

according to the savings expert Kyle James of rather be shopping dot 

com.  He recommends signing up for email and coupon alerts from your 

favorite stores and don't forget to check the retailer's Facebook and 

Twitter pages.24:33 Retailers are keeping their social media feeds 

updated...
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12/1/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW DOG THEFT SUSPECT SURRENDERS Four stations will keep their doors open for 2 hours longer. This 

happens on december 6th and december 13th. It's all an effort to make 

sure your package gets where it needs to be on time. this is the time of 

year more people mail packages and many wait until the last minute. 

you are urged to mail those packages as soon as possible, avoiding the 

pe...
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12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW DOG THEFT SUSPECT SURRENDERS New at five -- Families were at the state capitol today, advocating for 

higher minimum wage.    State Senator David Marsden presented his 

bill that would raise Virginia's minimum wage to 10 dollars and 10 

cents an hour, over the next three years.     Senator Marsden says it 

will not only help low income families, but also help increase the local 

ec...

0:20
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12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW DOG THEFT SUSPECT SURRENDERS "This is a problem we have to address, we have to put money into the 

hands of people who will spend it. In reality this is a relief act for 

businesses in Virginia so that people will have the money to buy the 

goods and services that they are selling."  A similar bill was shot down 

earlier this year by state republicans who say raising the minimum w...

0:33
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12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW DOG THEFT SUSPECT SURRENDERS Families were at the state capitol today, advocating for higher minimum 

wage.    State Senator, David Marsden  -- presented his bill that would 

raise, Virginia's minimum wage to 10 dollars and 10 cents an hour, 

over the next three years.     Senator Marsden says it will not only help 

low income families, but also help increase the local economy....

0:22
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12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW DOG THEFT SUSPECT SURRENDERS "This is a problem we have to address, we have to put money into the 

hands of people who will spend it. In reality this is a relief act for 

businesses in Virginia so that people will have the money to buy the 

goods and services that they are selling."  A similar bill was shot down 

earlier this year by state republicans who say raising the minimum w...

0:34
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12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW DINWIDDIE POLICE PURSUIT Avoiding fraud and guarding your banking information while you're out 

shopping for the holidays.           You can't stop stores from getting 

hacked but, there are ways to protect your money and identity from 

thieves....

0:13
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12/2/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AW AXE WIELDING BURGLAR One last tip from the BBB, watch out for scam holiday themed e-

cards.Only click on links or attachments from people or businesses you 

know.  Keep your anti-virus software on your computer and make sure 

everythin matches, the name and email address....

0:16
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12/3/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AT MORNING TZ AGGRESSIVE DRIVERS For most kids a hand written letter from Santa would be magical but 

sadly, Tom Gallagher with the Richmond BBB says cyber crooks are 

preying on that innocence with bogus emails. The BBB posted this alert -

- with safety tips, informing parents about a Santa scheme.It usually 

starts with an unsolicited email promising your child a handwritten 

letter...

1:33
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12/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AT MORNING TZ AGGRESSIVE DRIVERS 52:25 for breakfast I went to chick fil a on parham road because you 

get a free sandwich when you show your id. I got a free drink at 

starbucks for my birthday. For lunch I went to firehouse subs and for 

dinner I went to red robin and dessert, baskin robbins.How much did 

that cost savings blogger Tiffany Cutts?53:05 zero dollarsThese are just 

a few...

1:26
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12/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS WEST END ACTIVITY The Wrights  called 12 On Your Side after the work stopped and they 

couldn't get their money back.       We were able to accomplish what 

they couldn't  even though they tried for months.  The Wrights had 

hired a worker to restore their  aging garage.  It turns out the owner of 

the company he claimed to represent says he was unaware and that it 

may...
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12/4/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS WEST END ACTIVITY The Wrights  called 12 On Your Side after the work stopped and they 

couldn't get their money back.       We were able to accomplish what 

they couldn't  even though they tried for months.  The Wrights had 

hired a worker to restore their  aging garage.  It turns out the owner of 

the company he claimed to represent says he was unaware and that it 

may...
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12/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS SAME SEX ADOPTION "I'm just truly blessed yeah."For parents like Pat Reilly, it's not easy to 

make sure his son has gifts under the Christmas tree. "Just nice to see 

somebody recognize my son and stand behind him."Today he joined a 

line of struggling families in Walmart for a shopping spree put on by 

Henrico police.(Sgt. Jim Livingstone, henrico police)"The program...

0:50
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12/7/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS SAME SEX ADOPTION Walgreens shoppers be on alert -- cyber thieves are targeting you. 

These bogus emails are showing up in in-boxes -- claiming you have an 

order waiting on you. This is not from Walgreens, crooks are trying to 

get you to click a malicious link. If you click it, it could install a virus on 

your computer or take you to a site where your personal inform...

1:08
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12/8/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS RDP OFFICER SHOT "I'm just truly blessed yeah."For parents like Pat Reilly, it's not easy to 

make sure his son has gifts under the Christmas tree. "Just nice to see 

somebody recognize my son and stand behind him."Today he joined a 

line of struggling families in Walmart for a shopping spree put on by 

Henrico police.(Sgt. Jim Livingstone, henrico police)"The program...

0:50
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12/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS PETERSBURG MAN CHARGED A consumer alert now, about a potentially dangerous item you may 

already have in your home.      Lenovo is recalling 500-thousand power 

cords made for "Idea-Pads" and Lenovo-brand laptops.      The 

company says the LS-15 model can overheat, posing fire and burn 

hazards.      Your laptop should be fine, but to see if your power cord is 

part of the r...

0:20
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12/9/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS PETERSBURG MAN CHARGED And speaking of Amazon, it is now letting people haggle for certain 

items.    In its "make an offer" function, people can negotiate the price.    

This option is only available under Amazon's fine art, sport and 

entertainment collectibles and coin markets.    It is for one-of-a-kind 

items with an initial listing price of more than 100 dollars.    Se...

0:24
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12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS MISSING TEEN Susan Bahorich, reporting: This is one of 8 nTelos stores in the 

Richmond area that has recently closed, as you can see there's a sign 

on the door, the store is dark, and the inventory is gone. ***take voA 

company spokesperson tells me nTelos decided to cut ties with the 

Richmond and Hampton Roads markets because it couldn't provide the 

level of se...

1:03
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12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS HOLIDAY LIGHTS OFF EARLY (Heather Sullivan/reporting)Want to buy your first house?  But maybe 

you work as an independent contractor?  Or you're self-employed or 

own your own business.  Your paycheck isn't steady, but you make 

good money overall.  You may still find it hard to qualify for a 

homeloan.  nats That's why Michael Slavin started Privlo, an online 

mortgage lender...

1:31
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12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS HOLIDAY LIGHTS OFF EARLY Susan Bahorich, reporting:  This is 1 of 8 stores in the Richmond region 

that has closed. As you can see, there's a sign on the door and inside 

the store is dark and inventory gone. And, many customers have 

reached out to NBC12 wondering what's going on.  "For the last 3-

years, nTelos has been Kenneth Williams' go- to for cell service.That's 

why he...

1:43
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12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS HENRICO HOUSE FIRE Cheri Ford says she had to warn others about her experience with a 

local moving company. She hired Precision Moving Services and claims 

workers damaged her furniture and feels the company was misleading 

when it came to things like how she should pay. She says she was 

never told her move would be cash only but when workers arrived they 

demanded mone...

2:15
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12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS COUNCIL GRAND LARCENY We've been getting a lot of calls from n-telos customers... worrying 

about what' going to happen to their wireless service, now that n-telow 

is pulling out of the Richmond and Hampton Roads markets..That's 

going to affect nearly 180-thousand people... many of whom say 

they're just finding out about it.Susan Bahoric has what you need to 

know, if you...

0:23
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12/10/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS BROWNS ISLAND NYE Susan Bahorich, reporting:  This is 1 of 8 stores in the Richmond region 

that has closed. As you can see, there's a sign on the door and inside 

the store is dark and inventory gone. And, many customers have 

reached out to NBC12 wondering what's going on.  "For the last 3-

years, nTelos has been Kenneth Williams' go- to for cell service.That's 

why he...

1:44
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12/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS BROWNS ISLAND NYE Susan Bahorich, reporting:  This is 1 of 8 stores in the Richmond region 

that has closed. As you can see, there's a sign on the door and inside 

the store is dark and inventory gone. And, many customers have 

reached out to NBC12 wondering what's going on.  "For the last 3-

years, nTelos has been Kenneth Williams' go- to for cell service.That's 

why he...

1:43
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12/11/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AS BLACK FRIDAY BOMB SCARE (nat bell)This is Donner's lucky day. He's on his way home. His new 

family saved more than $100 on his adoption fee, thanks to the Priority 

Automotive group.2:03 They pay the adoption fee for the adoptions of 

all the pets in our care to wonderful people who will give them lasting, 

loving homes.This year's goal? The SPCA hopes to match 500 kittens,...

1:29
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12/13/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AR LAIRD SEX OFFENSES And that working phase means you could see equipment breaking 

ground here on Williamsburg Road and Old Nicholson Streets in the 

next couple weeks! We met contractor Mark Hourigan there to explain 

the next steps.Then the site will be ready for the mechanical, electrical 

and structural designs Hourigan Construction is putting together right 

now.And j...
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12/13/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AR LAIRD SEX OFFENSES And that working phase means you could see equipment breaking 

ground here on Williamsburg Road and Old Nicholson Streets in the 

next couple weeks! We met contractor Mark Hourigan there to explain 

the next steps.Then the site will be ready for the mechanical, electrical 

and structural designs Hourigan Construction is putting together right 

now.And j...
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12/13/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AM MORRISSEY TOMORROW And that working phase means you could see equipment breaking 

ground here on Williamsburg Road and Old Nicholson Streets in the 

next couple weeks! We met contractor Mark Hourigan there to explain 

the next steps.Then the site will be ready for the mechanical, electrical 

and structural designs Hourigan Construction is putting together right 

now.And j...

1:36
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12/14/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AM LATEST ON EBOLA PATIENTS And that working phase means you could see equipment breaking 

ground here on Williamsburg Road and Old Nicholson Streets in the 

next couple weeks! We met contractor Mark Hourigan there to explain 

the next steps.Then the site will be ready for the mechanical, electrical 

and structural designs Hourigan Construction is putting together right 

now.And j...

1:36
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12/15/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AF SALEM HIGH SCHOOL HATCHET "If you haven't filled out an application on healthcare dot gov then you 

better hurry up and log on. If you miss this deadline you will have to 

dish out cash for a penalty." Lori Collins and her family have 

coverage... but her son Cayden is due early next month, and she needs 

to add him to the family's coverage. "I'm a little concerned about 

covera...

1:32
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12/16/2014 FOXHOUR1 6AF MORRISSEY WORK RELEASE REVOKED Nearly one week before Christmas, the Grinch strikes here in Central 

Virginina--- A major debit card compromise at Union First Market Bank 

has sent about 3,000 customers into a frenzy. Michelle Lawrence is one 

of them. She spoke with me over the phone today.  "I went to use my 

debit card at the ATM and it said you have acceded your maximum 

amount."...

1:36
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12/16/2014 FOXHALF 6AF MORRISSEY WORK RELEASE REVOKED Now to a developing story that is impacting thousands of Union First 

Market Bank customers in Central Virginia.      The company recently 

announced a major debit card compromise that involves dozens of 

ATM's right here in the Richmond area.Curtis McCloud is in Chesterfield 

where some of those problem machines are located....

0:18
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12/16/2014 FOXHALF 6AF MORRISSEY WORK RELEASE REVOKED Nearly one week before Christmas, the Grinch strikes here in Central 

Virginina--- A major debit card compromise at Union First Market Bank 

has sent about 3,000 customers into a frenzy. Michelle Lawrence is one 

of them. She spoke with me over the phone today.  "I went to use my 

debit card at the ATM and it said you have acceded your maximum 

amount."...

1:48
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12/16/2014 FOXHALF 6AF HENRICO WATER MAIN BREAK Teaming up to fight uber and stay in business.      That is the goal of a 

new app created right here in Richmond.     Chrystina Head has a look 

at "My RVA Taxi" and how it works....

0:08
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12/16/2014 FOXHALF 63T CHISOLM IN COURT And Amazon is extending its free shipping deadline for shoppers.    You 

now have until Friday to have your items shipped for free by Christmas 

Eve.    Amazon Prime members can get free, two-day shipping as late 

as December 22nd.    Amazon says it's able to extend free shipping 

because of its growing network of fulfillment and sorting centers, as 

we...

0:25
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12/16/2014 FOXHALF 63PW SCIENCE MUSEUM NYE "They may not be able to understand financial documents, bank 

statements, they may be confused about where their bank account 

actually is."     Other signs of elder fraud to watch for include: transfer 

of property or savings and excessive payment for care and/or services.       

You can report suspected elder fraud to the toll free Adult Protective...

0:21
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12/16/2014 FOXHALF 63PW HENRICO OVERTURNED TRUCK A 12 On Your Side Alert, tonight ---     The holidays are prime time for 

family gatherings and a good time to be on the look out for elder fraud.      

Financial exploitation of older adults costs Americans 60 and older - 

billions of dollars a year.  Our elders can be easy targets for scams like 

fake lotteries and charities or grandparent scams.  Ad...

0:25
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12/17/2014 FOXHALF 63PW HANOVER DEVELOPMENT This morning...a 12 On Your Side Alert --experts say the holidays are a 

prime time to be on the look out for fraud targeting the elderly.      

Financial exploitation of older adults -- costs Americans 60 and older - 

billions of dollars yearly.     They can be easy targets for scams.     

Advocates say adult children should take notice of any impairm...

0:24
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12/17/2014 FOXHALF 63PW ETHNIC PLASTIC SURGERY "They may not be able to understand financial documents, bank 

statements, they may be confused about where their bank account 

actually is."     Other signs of elder fraud to watch for include...transfer 

of property or savings -- and excessive payment for care and/or 

services.       You can report suspected elder fraud to the toll free Adult 

Protect...

0:22
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12/17/2014 FOXHALF 63PW DINWIDDIE BOY GETS 3D HAND We've told you about the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau before. 

It's the  the government agency created to protect consumers from 

financial deceptions and other abusive practices.The Better Business 

Bureau says don't confuse the legitimate site with this webpage -- 

called Consumer Protection Bureau.  It makes some big claims about 

protecting...

2:08
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12/18/2014 FOXHALF 63PW CELEBRATORY GUNFIRE ANYBODY CAN BE A TARGET... THEY GET OR WHO THEY DEFRAUD AS 

LONG AS THEY GET THEIR MONEY.     Cynthia Abel, an advocate for 

senior citizens says there are several ways scammers can defraud you.     

These scams can include fraudulent billing, mail order prescriptions and 

Identity fraud.     She says one of her own family members almost 

became a victi...

1:29
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12/18/2014 FOXHALF 63PW CELEBRATORY GUNFIRE Ford is expanding a recall for faulty, driver side, air bag, inflators to the 

entire U-S.     The inflators were made by Takata.     They can explode 

with much force.     Ford's decision puts pressure on B-M-W and 

Chrysler.     They are the only two automakers, that have not agreed to 

government demands, for a nationwide recall....

0:20
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12/18/2014 FOXHALF 63PW CAR CRASHES INTO HOUSE Basically it boils down to getting all those items in by Saturday.  So, to 

help accomodate  ... last-minute mailers, the main Richmond post 

office on brook road ...  will stay open, two hours later this saturday, 

from nine until four.   That's the last day to send First-Class Mail, like 

cards and letters and domestic Priority Mail, and still get th...

0:35
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12/19/2014 FOXHALF 63PT VET GETS NEW HOME You have to put your hands up, on this breathtaking ride.    This is 

Oculus Rift - a new technology tested by Dr. Elizabeth Crawford, and 

her post-doc student Elyssa Twedt at U of R.    Oculus is a headset that 

shows two images at slightly different angles...    Which the brain 

melds together, to perceive depth.    We have Mike here, who's making 

h...

1:52
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12/21/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 63PT VCU BODY CAMS It's a price to take a picture of at the Sam's Club gas station in 

Midlothian...      "I'm taking a picture of the $1.98 gas that's making 

history."         And that's just what Darlene Morris is doing as she rides 

in to fill up her tank.       "The gas hasn't been that price in a  long 

time."       In about six years... according to industry exper...

1:22
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12/22/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 63PT VAUXHALL ISLAND It's a price to take a picture of at the Sam's Club gas station in 

Midlothian...      "I'm taking a picture of the $1.98 gas that's making 

history."         And that's just what Darlene Morris is doing as she rides 

in to fill up her tank.       "The gas hasn't been that price in a  long 

time."       In about six years... according to industry exper...

1:24
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12/22/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 63PT UMW GREEK CONSIDERATION It's a price to take a picture of at the Sam's Club gas station in 

Midlothian...      "I'm taking a picture of the $1.98 gas that's making 

history."         And that's just what Darlene Morris is doing as she rides 

in to fill up her tank.       "The gas hasn't been that price in a  long 

time."       In about six years... according to industry exper...

1:22
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12/22/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 63PT TEEN SEXTING The second blessings clothes closet in shockoe bottom gives away 

clothes every Wednesday but this week on Christmas eve, they will 

give away more than ever.A special gift of thousands of items left the 

donation center with more clothes than they have ever had before. The 

majority of customers here are the homeless and working poor in 

shockoe bottom...

1:03
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12/26/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 63PT TAMIFLU SHORTAGE According to sources, contractors expect permit approval and 

groundbreaking on this site in the next few weeks. Now we're learning 

more about what *you* can expect from this blog by the folks who 

actually run Stone Brewing.The title shows exactly how Stone Brewing 

feels about its big move to the east coast... It's "The Start of 

Something Good." We'...
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12/26/2014 FOX FRIDAY PT 2 63PT SOUTHWOOD HOMICIDE According to sources, contractors expect permit approval and 

groundbreaking on this site in the next few weeks. Now we're learning 

more about what *you* can expect from this blog by the folks who 

actually run Stone Brewing.The title shows exactly how Stone Brewing 

feels about its big move to the east coast... It's "The Start of 

Something Good." We'...

1:43

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 7AM FOX 5PT PETERSBURG BLIGHT DAVID FISHER IS THE ASSISTANT SPECIAL AGENT IN CHARGE FOR 

THE DEPARTMENT OF HOMELAND SECURITY.    THE DEPARTMENT 

HELPED TO INVESTIGATE THIS CASE.    AT 17, THE VICTIM WAS 

BROUGHT FROM HONDURAS TO L.A., AND THEN TO HARRISONBURG...    

WHERE SHE WAS BEATEN, AND FORCED INTO PROSTITUTION.    SHE 

SAYS SHE WAS FORCED TO WORK IN HARRISONBURG, 

CHARLOTTESVIL...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 7AM FOX 5PT MINIMUM WAGE PRESSER In Virginia Beach --- police take down a man they say stormed a high 

school --- carrying a hatchet!    25-year-old Kirk Cowart is facing 

multiple charges tonight.    Investigators say he walked into Salem 

High School around six this morning.    A cafeteria worker spotted 

Cowart and called police.    When officers arrived, they found him 

sitting on...

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 7AM FOX 5PT MINIMUM WAGE PRESSER Enough is enough. Richmond Police calling on the community to help 

them tackle crime… I look at this you’re calling it a problem solving 

workshop. Yes sir. That’s exactly right. We are not just coming to 

fellowship and hangout. When we get in there we are going to identify 

issues right away.”Issues like Domestic violence---who can forget the 

recent...

1:35

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 7AM FOX 5PT LOCAL TRAVELCAST Out of all the balloons, flowers, and drawings now on this fence...    

Everyone's gaze is drawn to these photos:    On the right, little 

Exequiel's class picture.    And on the left, his mother and brother - 

who both survived the crash.    "Thank you God for this blessing," says 

a family member.    "You don't know the feelings I'm feeling right 

now...

1:15

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 7AM FOX 5PT HANOVER HOUSE FIRE Several late-breaking developments on the Ebola crisis... and we'll get 

to them all  in seconds.      But first, on the local front --- a man is 

clinging to life after being shot in Richmond...      ...and that's where 

we begin tonight, with this new video coming in to the breaking news 

center.     Police tell me a man was shot just before 8:00 on...

0:30

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 7AM FOX 5PT FT LEE MARINE CHRISTMAS Here are the pictures- caught in the act!Police say these were the 

moments as the crime unfolded.And they hope you'll recognize one of 

these men.  "Two you can tell are basically surveying the area while the 

other one is in the act of going towards the storeroom. "From there, 

Detective Chris Rizzuti says these guys were distracting the store clerk-

...

1:12

Crime & Public Safety 10/16/2014 7AM FOX 5PT ETHNIC PLASTIC SURGERY Check out this new video of federal agents raiding a Virginia home... 

rounding up a dozen suspects in a drug investigation.      It's a 

moment... two years in the making.      Homeland Security officials say 

the Hampton raid is part of a large-scale narcotics investigation, 

involving the synthetic drug "Spice."      Agents hauled away a corvette, 

t...

0:25



Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PT EBOLA HOSPITAL Enough is enough. Richmond Police calling on the community to help 

them tackle crime… I look at this you’re calling it a problem solving 

workshop. Yes sir. That’s exactly right. We are not just coming to 

fellowship and hangout. When we get in there we are going to identify 

issues right away.”Issues like Domestic violence---who can forget the 

recent...

1:37

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PT COMMERCIAL BURLGARY ARREST In Virginia Beach --- police take down a man they say stormed a high 

school --- carrying a hatchet!    25-year-old Kirk Cowart is facing 

multiple charges.    Investigators say he walked into Salem High School 

around six Thursday morning.    A cafeteria worker spotted him and 

called police.    When officers arrived, they found him sitting on the 

aud...

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PT CFIELD SCHOOL START TIMES Developing right now...a man is fighting to stay alive after he was shot 

in Richmond.     The victim was shot just before 8 last night on Broad 

Rock Road and Terminal Avenue.     Many concerned neighbors called 

our newsroom, and police are asking witnesses to call Crime Stoppers 

at 780-1000.     Remember you can remain anonymous....

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PT CENTERSTAGE BAIL OUT Take a look at this video....   Federal agents raid a Virginia home... 

rounding up a dozen suspects in a drug investigation.      Homeland 

Security officials say the Hampton raid is part of a large-scale narcotics 

investigation, involving the synthetic drug "Spice."      Agents hauled 

away a corvette, two r-v's, two four-wheelers, and a box truck....

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PT AOK YVONNE EDMONDS In Virginia Beach... police take down a man they say stormed a high 

school carrying a hatchet!    25-year-old Kirk Cowart now faces multiple 

charges.    Investigators say he walked into Salem High School early 

Thursday morning.    A cafeteria worker spotted Cowart and called 

police.    When officers arrived, they found him sitting on the 

auditorium...

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PT AOK SHIRLEY RICHARDSON Enough is enough. Richmond Police calling on the community to help 

them tackle crime… I look at this you’re calling it a problem solving 

workshop. Yes sir. That’s exactly right. We are not just coming to 

fellowship and hangout. When we get in there we are going to identify 

issues right away.”Issues like Domestic violence---who can forget the 

recent...

1:37

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PT AOK LYNETTE DENNIS Out of all the balloons, flowers, and drawings now on this fence...    

Everyone's gaze is drawn to these photos:    On the right, little 

Exequiel's class picture.    And on the left, his mother and brother - 

who both survived the crash.    "Thank you God for this blessing," says 

a family member.    "You don't know the feelings I'm feeling right 

now...

1:15

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PT AOK HENRICO HAYRIDE Shock and fear from folks living in R-R-H-A housing tonight upon 

hearing news the people running their communities are making 

changes --and not telling them about it. This Gilpin Court resident is so 

concerned, she asked us not to reveal her identity. What they didn't 

know is what sources are telling us-- C-O-O Stephenie Horton was fired 

in the las...

1:55

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PT AOK FAN BARBER Over the years, the Powhatan High School Band program has gone 

through heartache..  first with this fire in 2010 that destroyed 

instruments and damaged uniforms.. Now the program is under a 

microscope after a contractor, hired by the school’s band boosters- is 

charged with a sex crimes against a child. Nicholas White, who’s known 

as “Niqk” was arre...

1:01



Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PT AOK COACH EVANS Police are questioning one man tonight, in a shooting that wounded 

three people in North Richmond, this afternoon.The shots rang out 

around three this afternoon... on Carolina Avenue, near Meadowbridge 

road.The victims are expected to be okay.We don't know what sparked 

the shooting.. and police aren't calling the person they took into 

custody a "su...

0:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/17/2014 7AM FOX 5PR PET ADOPTIONS A Chesterfield man who worked with students at Powhatan High School 

has been charged with sex crimes against a child!!Nicholas White in 

court today.He faces a felony charge of indent liberties, and a 

misdemeanor, of contributing to the delinquency of a minor.Susan 

Bahorich has more tonight from Powhatan:...

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/2014 7AM FOX 5PR MBFYB BIRTHDAY FREEBIES Late in the first half in the Park View/Brunswick game...Park View 

junior Jamond Salley was hit while covering a kick off.  He managed to 

walk off to the sideline...but health deteriorated from there.  During 

halftime Salley lost consciousness and began having seizures.  Medical 

personell at the game began CPR on site before transferring him to 

Com...

0:41

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/2014 7AM FOX 5PR MATTHEW CASE CONNECTION Out of Henrico, tonight ---  A 56-year-old is charged in the shooting 

death of a teen in Sandston.    Take a look ---    56-year-old Walter 

Maybush is sitting in a jail cell, right now.    19-year-old Jonathan 

Raikes' body was found at near South Confederate Avenue, just before 

11 last night.    He later died at the hospital.    Maybush is charged...

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 10/18/2014 7AM FOX 5PR CHILD ABUSE CALL 12 travon robinson: He always gave 110%. Me and him on the D line 

nobody can stop us but it's going to be different looking to my left and 

I'm seeing in there.grayson wise: We always lifted weights together 

and he always push me to be the best man I could be and we always 

competed and it hurts me terribly to have him gone."No cause of death 

has been r...

0:35

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM VCU FERGUSON PROTEST travon robinson: He always gave 110%. Me and him on the D line 

nobody can stop us but it's going to be different looking to my left and 

I'm seeing in there.grayson wise: We always lifted weights together 

and he always push me to be the best man I could be and we always 

competed and it hurts me terribly to have him gone."No cause of death 

has been r...

0:29

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM UVA RAPE LAWS We're tracking a crime alert in Henrico.       A 56-year-old is charged in 

the shooting death of a teen in Sandston.    Take a look ---    56-year-

old Walter Maybush is sitting in a jail cell, right now.    19-year-old 

Jonathan Raikes' body was found at near South Confederate Avenue, 

just before 11 Friday night.    He later died at the hospital....

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM UVA RAPE LAWS Tragedy strikes the high school gridiron when a player takes a big hit... 

only to die hours later.Park View junior Jamond Salley took a hit in the 

first half, during a game against rival Brunswick on Friday night.He 

managed to walk off the field, but his health got worse from 

there.During halftime, he lost consciousness and began having 

seizures.Me...

0:29

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM TOO MANY PRESENTS #VALUE! 0:00

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM THINK FAST ROAD RAGE 33:47.00-18Susan Bahorich, reporting: Police got the call around 3:45  

Sunday afternoon here at the cloverlear inn motel off of midlothian 

turnpike. initially it was for a domestic violence call but when officers 

arrived they heard gunshots .. and that's when everything 

changed.eventually midlothian turnpike was closed from covington to 

german scho...

0:43



Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM TEENS SEXTING Investigators are far from done scouring the area along Old Lynchburg 

Road...      That's where those remains were found yesterday.       

Where I'm standing here at the Albemarle Police Department is just a 

few miles from that command post, again the epicenter of the Hannah 

Graham death investigation.          Neighbors tell me there's been a lot 

o...

1:14

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM TEEN KILLED We begin with breaking news out of South Richmond...   Where a man 

is dead... and the gunman is still on the loose.   You're looking at new 

video of the scene on the 600 block of Warwick Village Drive   This all 

unfolded just before 9, and police tell us the man was in his mid 

20s.They say they will be canvassing the neighborhood for information 

th...

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM RESTRAINING ORDER HEARING (Cpt. Marty Harrison IV, Richmond Police) "Our officers are still 

following leads trying to find witnesses-- people who might have heard 

or saw what went on." Detectives are asking anyone with information  

call Crime Stoppers that number is 780-1000...

0:12

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM RESTRAINING ORDER HEARING Now we turn to brand new details on the standoff that shutdown much 

of South Richmond...    Mike Valerio is live for us on Midlothian 

Turnpike, where our studios were literally in the line of fire.    That's 

right Britni - lets show you the scene here - a man barricaded himself 

in the motel right behind me...    And a SWAT team told me that if 

you...

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM POST OFFICE HOLIDAY HOURS "I mean I didn't have any business for like four hours, I mean maybe a 

couple of cops came in and bought a couple of waters but it was just 

empty, for the first couple of hours we werent even able to leave."    

This was just one of several stores that were on lock down during this 

active shooter situation.     Some business that were further away a...

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM HOPEWELL ROBBERY PIX That brings us to the multitude of business on Midlothian Turnpike 

forced to go on lock down for hours.    That means no customers, 

simply staying in place.    We spoke with a manager at a convenience 

store directly next to the motel.    Take a listen:...

0:14

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM HENRICO PED KILLED Of course we're committed to bringing you more details on this 

breaking story later in the broadcast.    For now Britni, let's send it back 

to you....

0:08

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM HENRICO PED KILLED Susan Bahorich, reporting:   Police got the call here at the Cloverleaf 

Inn Motel at about 3:45 Sunday afternoon. The initial call was for a 

domestic situation. But, when police arrived it turned into so much 

more."Dionne Waugh, Richmond Police: As officers arrived on the scene 

-shots were fired and officer backed up and called for additional resou...

1:11

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM HANOVER HOUSE FIRE Now I want to set the scene for you here - this was where I was 

standing when a member of that SWAT team came up to me...    He 

was carrying an assault weapon, helmet on, and he told me that I 

needed to move back...    The man could fire from his motel room, and 

hit our crew.    We had people watching from across the street, but 

from that moment on...

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM GENERAL ASSEMBLY THIS WEEK 1:32"Jesse Matthew and his family lived at this home behind me on 

Ponderosa Trail, just a few years ago, according to the neighbors and 

people who live here now. And this spot is just four miles away from 

where the remains were found."    As investigators scour for any trace 

of evidence... left at the scene...     Neighbors along this rural stretch...

2:02



Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM FAMOUS DAVES CLOSES "It was divine intervention, something said keep on going and we just 

decided to keep on going."    It was that perseverance that lead 

members of this Chesterfield County Sheriff's office to human remains 

on a farm in Albemarle County. Sergeant Dale Terry told us that he and 

the group had finished and got in their cars but decided to take another 

l...

1:41

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM ETHICS REFORM A single car accident takes the lives of two Mechanicsville men early 

this morning.  State police tell us their car ran off Interstate 295 near 

Pole Green Road about 4:15. It hit an overhead sign support, then 

caught fire.  The driver, 35-year-old Derrick Hall, and his passenger, 35-

year-old Antonio Wallace, were both killed.  No word yet on what c...

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 10/19/2014 7AM FOX 5PM EBOLA PREPAREDNESS Police believe an argument at a party lead to a triple shooting that left 

two dead this morning in south Richmond.  When officers arrived on the 

scene on Westover Hills Boulevard just after 2:30, two men and a 

woman has been wounded.  The men died at the scene. The woman is 

in the hospital with life-threatening injuries.  The investigation is still...

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PM DSS INVESTIGATION FOLO 1:32"Jesse Matthew and his family lived at this home behind me on 

Ponderosa Trail, just a few years ago, according to the neighbors and 

people who live here now. And this spot is just four miles away from 

where the remains were found."    As investigators scour for any trace 

of evidence... left at the scene...     Neighbors along this rural stretch...

2:02

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PM DR BOSHER OBIT Tragedy strikes the high school gridiron when a player takes a big hit... 

only to die hours later.Park View junior Jamond Salley took a hit in the 

first half, during a game against rival Brunswick on Friday night.He 

managed to walk off the field, but his health got worse from 

there.During halftime, he lost consciousness and began having 

seizures.Me...

0:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PM DR BOSHER NBC12 travon robinson: He always gave 110%. Me and him on the D line 

nobody can stop us but it's going to be different looking to my left and 

I'm seeing in there.grayson wise: We always lifted weights together 

and he always push me to be the best man I could be and we always 

competed and it hurts me terribly to have him gone."No cause of death 

has been r...

0:30

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PM DOG ATTACKS We're tracking a crime alert in Henrico.       A 56-year-old is charged in 

the shooting death of a teen in Sandston.    Take a look ---    56-year-

old Walter Maybush is sitting in a jail cell, right now.    19-year-old 

Jonathan Raikes' body was found at near South Confederate Avenue, 

just before 11 Friday night.    He later died at the hospital....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PM DEBATE IMPACT And the search the suspects continues right now for yet another 

homicide investigation...        Police now say an argument at a party 

lead to a triple shooting that has left two people dead.      When officers 

arrived on the scene on Westover Hills Boulevard, they found the three 

victims.     Two men died at the scene.       A woman is right now i...

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PM CITY WORKER SURVEY 1:32"Jesse Matthew and his family lived at this home behind me on 

Ponderosa Trail, just a few years ago, according to the neighbors and 

people who live here now. And this spot is just four miles away from 

where the remains were found."    As investigators scour for any trace 

of evidence... left at the scene...     Neighbors along this rural stretch...

1:42



Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PM BREAKING NEWS DESK Richmond police are in the middle of a double-homicide investigation...        

Police say an argument at a party lead to a triple shooting that has left 

two people dead.      When officers arrived on the scene on Westover 

Hills Boulevard, they found the three victims.     Two men died at the 

scene.       A woman is right now in the hospital fightin...

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PM BABY GADGETS Tragedy strikes the high school football game when a player takes a big 

hit... and died hours later.Park View junior -- Jamond Salley took a hit 

in the first half, during a game against rival Brunswick on Friday 

night.He managed to walk off the field, but his health got worse from 

there.During halftime, he lost consciousness and began having seizur...

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PF THINK FAST ABDUCTIONS travon robinson: He always gave 110%. Me and him on the D line 

nobody can stop us but it's going to be different looking to my left and 

I'm seeing in there.grayson wise: We always lifted weights together 

and he always push me to be the best man I could be and we always 

competed and it hurts me terribly to have him gone."No cause of death 

has been r...

0:29

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PF MOM SOUND WRAP Right now I have a crime alert -- out of chesterfiled....    police are now 

searching for three men who -- police say-- robbed one woman and 

assaulted another in the 32-hundred block of Main Street at around 

12:15 a.m. last night.   Police said the victims were at a party when an 

man approached one of the victims and claimed she had his phone.   

A...

0:38

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PF MOM SOUND WRAP In Henrico -- A water main break on Lauderdale Drive in western 

Henrico County is impacting travel between its intersections with 

Lochwood and Cambridge.   we're learning drivers heading northwest 

on Lauderdale are being rerouted to the southeast bound lanes 

between lochwood and cambridge while crews complete repairs.    

Henrico department of Publi...

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PF MBFYB MEDICAL BILLS Now at noon- new details following a weekend standoff in South 

Richmond.Police now releasing the name of the suspect.Police say 22-

year-old Paris Loving-Johnson of Chesterfield is facing several charges- 

including attempted capital murder of a police officer.Officers say he 

man barricaded himself inside the Cloverleaf Inn Motel off Midlothian 

Turnp...

0:36

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PF MBFYB LIFE HACKS Area businesses were placed on lockdown during the standoff.      Police 

negotiated with the suspect for nearly three hours before taking him 

into custody....

0:15

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PF MBFYB CYBER MONDAY As investigators scour for any trace of evidence... left at the scene...     

Neighbors along this rural stretch are shaken. 8:06"It's kind of scary 

because we have two young kids here, and you have to be cautious of 

them."     Detectives are hoping to pinpoint forensic evidence tied to 

the remains- still not officially confirmed as Hannah.7:09"This...

1:29

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PF MBFYB CLASS ACTION LAWSUITS The Fairfax Commonwealth's Attorney is asking for a bench warrant to 

bring Matthew to Fairfax, as early as next week.     The indictment 

reads that prosecutors believe Jesse Matthew kidnapped the victim, 

raped her... and then tried to kill her.    Fairfax City Police say, back in 

2005... the 26-year-old woman was walking home from a grocery 

store....

0:41

Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PF HENRICO GROCERY Police found the man suffering from gunshot wounds in this grassy area 

right next to the shopping center.You can see just how busy it can get 

around here.Only one business was open when this happened--but 

some shoppers say it does put them on edge.Police block off the  

entrance to the White Oak Shopping Center for several hours after a 

man is gunne...

1:32



Crime & Public Safety 10/20/2014 7AM FOX 5PF HANOVER FIRE FOLO 19:10.00-12Ryan Schiavone, nearby resident: Just trying to get back to 

the house "20:05.00-08sb: Are you trying to get home? Liz Harris, 

nearby resident: Yeah, I live down that way. "20:45.00-Natasha Hill: 

Actually I'm taking a short cut to my mother's home. "But, there were 

no short cuts for folks along Western Street Monday.  The road was 

closed...

0:58

Crime & Public Safety 10/21/2014 7AM FOX 5PF GILLESPIE WARNER LATEST Let me give you a better idea of where this happened.  Busy Main 

Street is right over here, it's about a block away from where the victim 

tells me he was robbed  on Wednesday. Then there were two more 

incidents on Sunday.This is victim number one..."A guy popped out of 

an alley with a weapon pointed at us."It happened just down the street 

from his...

1:41

Crime & Public Safety 10/22/2014 7AM FOX 5PF GILLESPIE WARNER LATEST Let me give you a better idea of where this happened.  Busy Main 

Street is right over here, it's about a block away from where the victim 

tells me he was robbed  on Wednesday. Then there were two more 

incidents on Sunday.This is victim number one..."A guy popped out of 

an alley with a weapon pointed at us."It happened just down the street 

from his...

1:41

Crime & Public Safety 10/22/2014 7AM FOX 5PF DOES IT WORK Right now Carey and Cooper are in jail here in Henrico.This is a story 

I've been following for six months.Cooper is already serving two years 

for the home invasions-- and could get more time if found guilty of 

these gang charges.Police say you can expect to see more people being 

charged very soon.OUTCUE......

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 10/22/2014 7AM FOX 5PF BARNES FOLO “I’m so sorry it happened. I heard that 50 million times.” Whitney 

Couser’s 6 year old daughter was sexually assaulted on the school bus 

“The kids came off screaming.” “Why are you pulling panties down? You 

should not be pulling another child’s panties down at all.”The alleged 

suspect a fellow 6 year old female student… “That broke my heart. 

That’s...

1:43

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/2014 7AM FOX 5AW RICHMOND HOME INVASION LATE “I’m so sorry it happened. I heard that 50 million times.” Whitney 

Couser’s 6 year old daughter was sexually assaulted on the school bus 

“The kids came off screaming.” “Why are you pulling panties down? You 

should not be pulling another child’s panties down at all.”The alleged 

suspect a fellow 6 year old female student… “That broke my heart. 

That’s...

1:45

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/2014 7AM FOX 5AW PLAYGROUND MULCH DANGER “I’m so sorry it happened. I heard that 50 million times.” Whitney 

Couser’s 6 year old daughter was sexually assaulted on the school bus 

“The kids came off screaming.” “Why are you pulling panties down? You 

should not be pulling another child’s panties down at all.”The alleged 

suspect a fellow 6 year old female student… “That broke my heart. 

That’s...

1:43

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/2014 7AM FOX 5AW PLAYGROUND MULCH DANGER So far police say they can connect Donald Powell Junior to six home 

burglaries in eastern Henrico.A boarded up window is evidence-- this 

house was the last place officers say he tried to break into.Anna 

Burnett's nerves are still rattled by the crime.he had went into two 

bedrooms, cut the lights onBurnett has lived on this part of Strath Road 

for t...

1:18

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/2014 7AM FOX 5AW PEDESTRIAN STRUCK BY CAR And this story is all about good timing--because the victim tells me she 

actually saw Powell walking down this street just after she called 

police.So far police say they can connect Donald Powell Junior to six 

home burglaries in eastern Henrico.A boarded up window is evidence-- 

this house was the last place officers say he tried to break into.Anna...

1:18



Crime & Public Safety 10/23/2014 7AM FOX 5AW HENRICO OFFICER INVOLVED New pictures of the suspect in a violent Henrico robbery...      Take a 

look behind me...      Police say this trio held three victims at 

gunpoint... as they cased the business.      Take a closer look...      

Detectives tell us this happened just off the ten-thousand block of 

Staples Mill Road, Tuesday night.      One victim was forced to open 

the...

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 10/23/2014 7AM FOX 5AW FRANKLIN HEROIN TEACHER "I’m really worried about it because we have a lot of children in the 

neighborhood who wait out at the school bus."And maybe she has good 

reason to worry....The stories we've been told, suggest the suspect, at 

the wheel of his car - may have shined bright lights into the face of that 

14 year old boy - making it difficult for him to see *who* exactl...

1:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/24/2014 7AM FOX 5AW DOG THEFT SUSPECT SURRENDERS So far police say they can connect Donald Powell Junior to six home 

burglaries in eastern Henrico.A boarded up window is evidence-- this 

house was the last place officers say he tried to break into.Anna 

Burnett's nerves are still rattled by the crime.he had went into two 

bedrooms, cut the lights onBurnett has lived on this part of Strath Road 

for t...

1:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/24/2014 7AM FOX 5AW DOG THEFT SUSPECT SURRENDERS "I’m really worried about it because we have a lot of children in the 

neighborhood who wait out at the school bus."And maybe she has good 

reason to worry....The stories we've been told, suggest the suspect, at 

the wheel of his car - may have shined bright lights into the face of that 

14 year old boy - making it difficult for him to see *who* exactl...

1:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/25/2014 7AM FOX 5AW AXE WIELDING BURGLAR ... "and that was open. This is how I came into the car today."      A van 

with its glove box and other compartments ... raided.     Mark 

McDonough tells me... he didn't expect thieves to target his peaceful 

community."Makes you feel very mad, upset. I've live here for 45 years 

and that's the first time I've had something like this happen."    Dete...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/25/2014 7AM FOX 5AT HUGUELY APPEAL REQUEST Take a look at these dramatic images...   We've just learned the woman 

who police say is responsible for this, now faces reckless driving 

charges.    Investigators say the woman hit the gas instead of the 

break.    Crews responded to the West End Kroger just before 11:30 

this morning...    Luckily, no one was injured....

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 10/25/2014 7AM FOX 5AT HUGUELY APPEAL REQUEST We begin tonight with gunfire after tonight's Henrico, Highland Springs 

football game.   Police tell us Henrico High School was under lockdown, 

after a man fired shots from his nearby front yard.   Officers on the 

scene told us teens trespassed on the man's property right on Waxwing 

Drive, which is only a three minute walk from the high school....

0:30

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AT FIRST GAY MARRIAGE IN RVA ... "and that was open. This is how I came into the car today."      A van 

with its glove box and other compartments ... raided.     Mark 

McDonough tells me... he didn't expect thieves to target his peaceful 

community."Makes you feel very mad, upset. I've live here for 45 years 

and that's the first time I've had something like this happen."    Dete...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AR STONE BREWERY FOLLOW UP I-95 Southbound is clear... after a severe crash, early Sunday morning.          

Police say a dark sedan hit an SUV... sending the 20-year-old woman 

driving it into the median, and then propelling into the middle of the 

highway.          James Presley then collided into the SUV-- with his 

sister in the car.          Another car slams into Presley's...

1:20



Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AR STONE BREWERY FOLLOW UP Just in to the newsroom --- a Richmond firefighter is recovering from a 

minor hand injury that happened when he was attacking a fire.    Crews 

marked the North 21st Street blaze under control around 2-35, this 

afternoon.    Fire engulfed the two-story building when crews arrived, 

but no other injuries were reported.    It's still unclear how the fi...

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AR JESSE MATTHEW COURT STUFF We're working to bring you the latest on *this* triple shooting that left 

one person dead in Richmond.     Here's what police are telling us right 

now:   Three men were found with gunshot wounds, here on Coalter 

Street at about 1-30 this morning.   One died at the scene, and at this 

hour --- the other two continue to recover at VCU Medical Center....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AR HANNAH GRAHAM LATEST In Henrico --- A Machete-wielding man storms a business, demanding 

cash from the clerk.     It happened just after 11 last night in the 95-

hundred block of Huron Avenue.     The victim handed over the money, 

and the suspect took off running. No one was hurt.      Police want you 

to look over this description of the suspect.      He was wearing all...

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AR ENTEROVIRUS UPDATE I-95 Southbound is clear... after a severe crash, early Sunday morning.          

Police say a dark sedan hit an SUV... sending the 20-year-old woman 

driving it into the median, and then propelling into the middle of the 

highway.          James Presley then collided into the SUV-- with his 

sister in the car.          Another car slams into Presley's...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AM WIFE ALLEGEDLY KILLS HUSBAND In Henrico --- A Machete-wielding man storms a business, demanding 

cash from the clerk.     It happened just after 11 last night in the 95-

hundred block of Huron Avenue.     The victim handed over the money, 

and the suspect took off running. No one was hurt.      Police want you 

to look over this description of the suspect.      He was wearing all...

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AM WIFE ALLEGEDLY KILLS HUSBAND I am working to bring you the latest on triple shooting that left one 

person dead in Richmond.     Here's what police are telling us right 

now:   Three men were found with gunshot wounds, here on Coalter 

Street at about 1-30 this morning.   One died at the scene, and at this 

hour --- the other two continue to recover at VCU Medical Center.   

Police...

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AM TUESDAY DEBATE PREVIEW DEVELOPING AT THIS HOUR ---    A Richmond firefighter is recovering 

from a minor hand injury that happened when he was attacking a fire.    

Crews marked the North 21st Street fire under control around 2-35, 

this afternoon.    Fire engulfed the two-story building when crews 

arrived, but no other injuries were reported.    It's still unclear how 

the...

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AM HENRICO MACHETE ROBBERY I-95 Southbound is clear... after a severe crash, early Sunday morning.          

Police say a dark sedan hit an SUV... sending the 20-year-old woman 

driving it into the median, and then propelling into the middle of the 

highway.          James Presley then collided into the SUV-- with his 

sister in the car.          Another car slams into Presley's...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AM HARRINGTON FAMILY REACTION "Put it this way we got away scot-free and clean." "Look, I know we 

should have gotten a lot more, but you know what my only thing is that 

we got away safe, clean."      And he would've gotten away with it too... 

if it wasn't for that meddling cell phone and it's tendency to butt-dial!      

37-year-old Aaron Burrell... along with two others... were...

0:25



Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AM HARRINGTON FAMILY REACTION A man learns the hard way... crime doesn't pay.       Especially when 

you end up bragging about it to a 9-1-1 dispatcher...  "911. What's 

your emergency?"  "Yeah we picked up this f............ TV set got a hold 

of it and we got it out of the house."  "i was like all we gotta do is 

f............ get on the other side of McGaffey and we're f...........

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AF TICHI PINKNEY EPPES DECISION We're working with police to get updates on a triple shooting that left 

one person dead in Richmond.     Here's everything we know:   Three 

men were found with gunshot wounds, here on Coalter Street at about 

1-30 this morning.   One died at the scene, and at this hour --- the 

other two continue to recover at VCU Medical Center.   Police are 

asking...

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AF THANKSGIVING CHARITY In Henrico --- A Machete-wielding man storms a business, demanding 

cash from the clerk.     It happened just after 11 last night on Huron 

Avenue.     The victim handed over the money, and the suspect took off 

running. No one was hurt.      Police want you to look over this 

description of the suspect.      He was wearing all black, except for tan 

bo...

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AF THANKSGIVING CHARITY At this hour --- the drowning death of a young man is under 

investigation in Virginia Beach.      26-year-old Bernard White was 

spotted falling from a bridge, around 11-30 Saturday morning.      

Witnesses say he was struggling in the water before going under.      

Teams found his body seven hours later.      No foul play is suspected, 

but the homic...

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AF RICHMOND SHOOTING Police are still investigating the motive.      A fight and a break up 

provide possible clues.     Meanwhile classes are canceled this week as 

the community searches for answers and ways to heal....

0:17

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AF REVA ANTI VOLENCE MARCH It was a day of prayer in Marysville, Washington today for the victims of 

this past week's school shooting.     Four kids remain in the hospital-- 

two 14 year old girls in critical condition and two boys, both cousins of 

the alleged shooter, jaylen ray freyberg, who took his own life.     It 

was Friday when shots were fired in Marysville-Pilchuck h...

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AF MORRISSEY WORK RELEASE REVOKED A Richmond firefighter is recovering from a minor hand injury that 

happened when he was attacking a fire.    Crews marked the North 21st 

Street blaze under control around 2-35, this afternoon.    Flames 

engulfed the two-story building when crews arrived, but no other 

injuries were reported.    It's still unclear how the fire started....

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AF MORRISSEY WORK RELEASE REVOKED Tomorrow morning, the Chesterfield teen charged with stabbing a 

classmate is scheduled to appear before a judge.      Earlier this month, 

a Manchester High School student was stabbed with a pocket knife. 

That student is now recovering at home.      The alleged attacker is 

charged with aggravated malicious wounding.      That suspect's trial 

date co...

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AF HOMELAND SECURITY RAID New tonight --- Virginia State Police team up with local police 

departments to make dozens of drug-related arrests.     The massive 

roundup happened this morning in Giles County...     The people you 

see walking through this door are facing charges ranging from 

possession... to distribution... to manufacturing.     A grand total of 52 

arrests... an...

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/26/2014 7AM FOX 5AF HANNAH GRAHAM CASE "Everything you do out here is drug-related, whether it's a b and e, 

breaking and entering, a larceny or something, a lot of times people are 

trying to commit a larceny to take something and sell it to go buy 

illegal drugs."     A similar round-up ended with 8 arrests in 1988... 

then jumped to triple digits with 101 arrests in 2008.     They usuall...

0:24



Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 53PW FOCUS ON FAITH I-95 Southbound is clear... after a severe crash, early Sunday morning.          

Police say a dark sedan hit an SUV... sending the 20-year-old woman 

driving it into the median, and then propelling into the middle of the 

highway.          James Presley then collided into the SUV-- with his 

sister in the car.          Another car slams into Presley's...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 53PR FERAL CATS Breaking news....    One of the teens wounded in the shooting at a 

Washington State High School has died.   14-year-old Gia Soriano had 

been in critical condition with head injuries before passing away.   

Another girl was killed Friday, when a student opened fire in a 

cafeteria.  The shooter...Jaylen Fryberg...died of a self-inflicted wound.  

Right...

0:30

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 53PF HENRICO MAIL DELIVERY Police arrest dozens of people -- and file near 100 charges after Virginia 

State Police team up with local police departments.It was all part of a 

drug roundup.  It happened less than 24 hours ago in Giles County.     

The people you see walking through this door are facing charges 

ranging from possession... to distribution... to manufacturing....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4W SURPRISE WEDDING FOR DYING 

WOMAN

"Everything you do out here is drug-related, whether it's a b and e, 

breaking and entering, a larceny or something, a lot of times people are 

trying to commit a larceny to take something and sell it to go buy 

illegal drugs."     A similar round-up ended with 8 arrests in 19-88... 

then jumped to triple digits with 101 arrests in 2008....

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4W MAGGIE WALKER SHORT SHORTS Right Now--      A Richmond firefighter is recovering after fighting a 

fire. Thankfully, it was a minor hand injury.  Crews marked the North 

21st Street fire under control less than 24 hours ago.    Flames 

engulfed the two-story building when crews arrived, but no other 

injuries were reported.    It's still unclear how the fire started....

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4W MAGGIE WALKER SHORT SHORTS AlsoAt this hour --- the drowning death of a young man is under 

investigation in Virginia Beach.      26-year-old Bernard White was 

spotted falling from a bridge.      Witnesses say he was struggling in the 

water before going under.      His body was found seven hours later.      

No foul play is suspected, but the homicide unit is leading up the ca...

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4W HANOVER DOG MYSTERY INJURY In Henrico --- A Machete-wielding man storms a business, demanding 

cash from the clerk.     And this morning the search is on to catch him.     

It happened in the 95-hundred block of Huron Avenue.     The victim 

handed over the money, and the suspect took off running. No one was 

hurt.      Police want you to look over this description of the suspec...

0:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4T PARENTS SHOPLIFT WITH CHILD AlsoAt this hour --- the drowning death of a young man is under 

investigation in Virginia Beach.      26-year-old Bernard White was 

spotted falling from a bridge.      Witnesses say he was struggling in the 

water before going under.      His body was found seven hours later.      

No foul play is suspected, but the homicide unit is leading up the ca...

0:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4T MANCHESTER STABBING LATE Right Now...      A Richmond firefighter is recovering from a minor hand 

injury that happened when he was battling a fire.    Crews marked the 

North 21st Street fire under control less than 24 hours ago.    Flames 

engulfed the two-story building when crews arrived, but no other 

injuries were reported.    It's still unclear how the fire started....

0:19



Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4R SCHOOL BUS ASSAULT I-95 Southbound is clear... after a severe crash, early Sunday morning.          

Police say a dark sedan hit an SUV... sending the 20-year-old woman 

driving it into the median, and then propelling into the middle of the 

highway.          James Presley then collided into the SUV-- with his 

sister in the car.          Another car slams into Presley's...

1:22

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4R SAINT JUDE DONATIONS THEFT Police arrest dozens of people -- and file near 100 charges after Virginia 

State Police team up with local police departments.It was all part of a 

drug roundup.  It happened less than 24 hours ago in Giles County.     

The people you see walking through this door are facing charges 

ranging from possession... to distribution... to manufacturing....

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4PM TUESDAY DEBATE PREVIEW "Everything you do out here is drug-related, whether it's a b and e, 

breaking and entering, a larceny or something, a lot of times people are 

trying to commit a larceny to take something and sell it to go buy 

illegal drugs."     A similar round-up ended with 8 arrests in 19-88... 

then jumped to triple digits with 101 arrests in 2008....

0:19

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4M HANNAH GRAHAM LATEST INFO Breaking news....    One of the teens injured in the shooting at a 

Washington State High School has died.   14-year-old Gia Soriano had 

been in critical condition with head injuries before passing away.   

Another girl was killed Friday, when a student opened fire in a 

cafeteria.  The shooter...Jaylen Fryberg...died of a self-inflicted 

gunshot.  Rig...

0:32

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4M GAS PRICES Incredible video just into our newsroom--Bullets riddle a home on 

Coalter Street, killing a teenager and injuring two others. And breaking 

right now, we've just learned the 15-year-old killed has been identified 

as Zyemontae (Zuh-mon-tay) Redd of Henrico.    Richmond Reporter 

Laura Geller is in the East End with the story....

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4M 95 EXPRESS LANES PREVIEW We're told this started out as just a family gathering to celebrate 

someone's birthday. People were hanging out inside this home and on 

this porch, when they say shots came flying at them. The friends we 

spoke to didn't want to use their names.One witness describes seeing a 

large gun. Sources say Richmond Police recovered around thirty shell 

casing...

1:55

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 4F HIGHLANDS SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT Gunfire rings out at a family gathering in Richmond... and when it ends, 

a 15 year old is dead! That was on Coulter street, early Sunday 

morning.Tonight we've learned that 15 year old was from Henrico.His 

name is Zyemontae (Zuh-mon-tay) Redd.And as Laura Geller tells us... 

there's an intense search tonight for whoever shot him:...

0:17

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 43AW WEATHER CANCELS HANNAH 

SEARCH

In Henrico County --- the search continues for a gunman who sent a 

man to the hospital.   It happened this afternoon, near Byron and Jeter 

Streets, just off Mechanicsville Turnpike.    The gunshot victim is in the 

hospital and expected to recover.   So far, there's no suspect 

description, but we'll keep you updated on developments....

0:18

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 43AW WAVERLY ABUSE ALLEGATIONS An elderly, Virginia couple slam their Cadillac into a Oakton Hallmark 

shop...    Just take a look at this brand new video from the scene ---    

You can see teddy bears, wrapping paper, and cards strewn all over the 

ground.    The pair were hospitalized out of precaution.    The good 

news here is that no one was seriously hurt.    It's still unclea...

0:23



Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 43AW VSU BUDGET CUTS Repairs to a broken Henrico water main should be wrapping up right 

about now.     This was the scene earlier this evening on Eastridge 

Road, just east of Parham.     Cars are being allowed through, but there 

are some lane closures.     You'll certainly want to check in with Tracy 

Lynn on 12 News Today --- she'll let you know whether you'll need to...

0:20

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 43AW THE INTERVIEW Virginia police discover a woman --- passed out --- in a wrecked car 

packed full of suspected meth.      31-year-old Natali Rose Gitelman is 

now facing a felony possession with intent to distribute charge.      

Waynesboro officers found her early Sunday morning.      She'd crashed 

on I-64 and pulled off at a nearby gas station.      A male passenge...

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 43AW SURPRISE WEDDING FOR DYING 

WOMAN

Sarah Bloom, Chesterfield- "Here's where it started. A pizza delivery 

driver headed out the back of the store...to the car. You can see it's a 

dark area, and at 10:30 at night it would have looked similar to this. 

But there are cameras that caught the suspects in the act- here's what 

we know."These are the pictures from the crimes: Police call it a...

1:51

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 43AW STUDENT RECORDS MEETING A Virginia man will serve 15 years in prison for convincing a 16-year-

old to make child pornography.    45-year-old Donald Ingram just plead 

guilty in a federal courtroom.    According to court documents, the boy 

ran away from his Franklin County home last fall, and slept in woods 

near U.S. Route 220.    Ingram picked the teen up, gave him drugs, a...

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 43AW STAPLES MILL CRASH FOLO And we've just learned the suspect at the center of an officer-involved 

shooting on interstate 64... killed himself during the gunfire.     That's 

according to the just-released medical examiner's report, on the death 

of Dennis Hoke.     Hoke was pulled by a State Trooper in Augusta for 

reckless driving back on October 16.     Investigators say he...

0:31

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 43AW STAFFORD TEACHER Also breaking ---      The H-I-V infected Richmond man accused of 

knowingly having unprotected sex with two D-C-area women -- is out 

of jail tonight.     28-year-old Daniel Cleaves posted 5-thousand dollars 

bond, according to our affiliate.     He's accused of having sex multiple 

times with a woman he met in a Bethesda, Maryland bar, back in 

July.....

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 10/27/2014 7AM FOX 43AW SPECIAL HEALTH CALL 12 Her condition isn't good, Curt.     At last check --- the 42-year-old 

woman is being treated for life-threatening injuries at VCU Medical 

Center.     Let me take you back to the scene and this new video just in 

to our newsroom.     Henrico Police tell me the woman was struck while 

walking in the center lane at Broad Street and Gaskins Road.     The...

0:26

Crime & Public Safety 10/28/2014 7AM FOX 43AW SPECIAL HEALTH CALL 12 A Virginia man will serve 15 years in prison for convincing a 16-year-

old to make child pornography.    45-year-old Donald Ingram plead 

guilty in a federal courtroom.    According to court documents, the boy 

ran away from his Franklin County home last fall, and slept in woods 

near U-S Route 220.    Ingram picked the teen up, gave him drugs, and 

vid...

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 10/28/2014 7AM FOX 43AW SHOCKOE ROBBER Kids in Chesterfield County may be use to early wake up calls, but 

change could be coming.According to the Academy of Pediatrics, 

students who don't get enough sleep are at an increased risk of car 

accidents, physical and mental problems; even their school work could 

suffer from a lack of sleep.With some Chesterfield County High Schools 

starting as...

0:43



Crime & Public Safety 10/28/2014 7AM FOX 43AW SAVE THE SWAN One of the busiest intersections in Henrico is also moving up the "most 

dangerous" list..  This was the scene just last night at West Broad and 

Gaskins, where a woman was hit by a car. Right now she's still fighting 

for her life.  But there are plans for the area... that will hopefully make 

it safer.Ashley Monfort has more tonight, frmo the scene o...

0:21

Crime & Public Safety 10/28/2014 7AM FOX 43AW SAILORS HOME BURGLARIZED A crime alert tonight as police investigate a shooting and robbery in 

church hill.    Police say Jonny Khallili is now out of the hospital after a 

robber stole his cell phone and credit cards, before shooting him, on 

Cedar and North 22nd Street.     We know his friends and family are 

helping him financially since they say he won’t be able to return...

0:27

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/2014 730AM FOX 43AW SAILORS HOME BURGLARIZED It was a tragic scene on Coalter Street... Zyemontae Redd gunned 

down in a triple shooting just days after turning 15 years old..."Nats of 

Crying. I know it's tough mom."Mom still too emotional to show her 

face on camera, and she's concerned her son's killers are still on the 

run... "What hurts the most Mom? "He's gone, and I'm not going to be 

able...

1:32

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/2014 730AM FOX 43AW RICHMOND STOLEN PIT BULL Police bust a Chesterfield man for trying to sell private photos of a 

woman he knows... on e-Bay!     Take a look--- this is Stuart Laird.     

Officers didn't have to go far to find him --- he was already in jail on an 

unrelated charge.     Investigators say Laird didn't have the woman's 

consent... and tried to make a quick buck by posting those in...

0:25

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/2014 730AM FOX 43AW RABBI RECORDING WOMEN Tonight's Neighborhood Crime Watch takes us to Chesterfield, where 

crooks seem to be targeting Belwood Baptist Church.      Three air 

conditioning units have been stolen in just the past three days.      And 

get this- the units cost 13 hundred dollars and weigh 5 tons.       

Officers had already been patrolling the area, but now... you can expect 

t...

0:28

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/2014 730AM FOX 43AW RABBI RECORDING WOMEN Pumpkins, witches, spiders, jack-o-lanterns, lights, webs, and brews-- 

even the family cat gets in on the action when it comes to Halloween at 

this Dinwiddie home. And this year- right at the center of it all- this 

sign to a thief."You will explain yourself to a higher power one day and 

I hope you have a really good answer."The sign went up after P...

1:04

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/2014 730AM FOX 43AW PROPERTY SEARCHES A Virginia deputy opens fire... killing a man suspected of attacking a 

woman with an ax!      Bedford County investigators say that woman 

called 911 early Tuesday morning.      She was yelling and screaming, 

but then the call dropped out.      Deputies traced the call to this home, 

and ultimately one of them killed the suspect.       The victim of...

0:24

Crime & Public Safety 10/29/2014 730AM FOX 43AW NO NEW YEARS BABIES We've uncovered new details on a Chippenham crash --- that caused 

massive backups, not just on the parkway...      ...but along Midlothian 

Turnpike as well!     You're looking at images images captured from our 

NBC12 Sky-Cam around 7:00, tonight...     State Police tell us the four-

vehicle crash happened much farther south, near the Hull Street exi...

0:23

Crime & Public Safety 10/30/2014 730AM FOX 43AW MISSING CHESTERFIELD TEEN 

FOUND

Pumpkins, witches, spiders, jack-o-lanterns, lights, webs, and brews-- 

even the family cat gets in on the action when it comes to Halloween at 

this Dinwiddie home. And this year- right at the center of it all- this 

sign to a thief."You will explain yourself to a higher power one day and 

I hope you have a really good answer."The sign went up after P...

1:05



Crime & Public Safety 10/30/2014 730AM FOX 43AW MCDONNELL SENTENCE LATE Right now...Chesterfield police are looking for thieves who seem to be 

targeting Belwood Baptist Church.      Three air conditioning units have 

been stolen in the past three days.      The units cost 13 hundred 

dollars and weigh 5 tons!      Officers had already been patrolling the 

area, but now... you can expect to see an even larger police presen...
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